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Dean Brian Rosenberg named new  
president o f Macalester College
photo by Jessie Augustyn
DEAN OF FACULTY BRIAN ROSENBERG will be leaving Lawrence to be the new 
president of Macalester Univeristy in St. Paul, Minnesota.
LUCC names 
new theme 
houses
by Jessie Augustyn
Editor in Chief
LUCC named two new theme 
houses for the 2003-2004 school 
year after some confusion with 
the Theme House Selection 
Committee during this Monday's 
meeting.
The groups are "The 
Backstage: T heater Outreach 
Group" and the Arts 
Collaborative Group.
The Theme House Selection 
Committee report recommended 
th a t "The Backstage" and the 
Arts Collaborative Group occupy 
206 South Lawe Street and 112 
North Union Street, respective­
ly-
Despite the routine nature of 
the process, the committee 
reported some problems.
According to Ju lia  Beien, 
who presented the Theme House 
Selection Committee report, 
LUCC representative Robert 
Ryan did not attend the selec­
tion process Sunday morning, 
despite efforts to contact him. 
There was also a botched substi­
tution for Elena Cochrane, one of 
th ree members appointed by 
LUCC to represent the 
Residence Life Committee. 
Megan Losse took her place 
without consent from LUCC's 
Committee on Committees.
Ryan's absence and Losse’s 
substitu tion  technically made 
the Theme House Selection 
Committee's report unapprov- 
able.
Parliam entarian Bill Dalsen 
and Vice President Ned Conners 
vocally opposed approving a 
report th a t goes against LUCC's 
own bylaws. Conners stated that 
it would be "bad practice" to 
begin approving reports th a t 
were created incorrectly.
Dean of S tudents Nancy 
Truesdell expressed concern 
th a t  if the houses were not 
approved a t the meeting, the 
studen ts involved with the 
theme house groups would have 
to m ake a lte rna te  living 
arrangem ents, causing a great 
deal of confusion in the housing 
process. She also stated th a t the 
resu lts would have been the 
same regardless of how Ryan 
and Losse voted, since the 
majority of the committee mem­
bers still would have approved 
the two group houses. The two 
groups were also the only appli­
cants in th is year's selection 
process.
After some debate, the coun­
cil took a five-minute recess to 
discuss different options. After 
they reconvened, the council 
decided to not approve the 
report, but to instead approve 
the houses directly.
Although the report was not
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by Jonathan Isaacson and 
Andy Dolan
News Editors
Earlier this week, Brian 
Rosenberg, dean of students here 
at Lawrence, was announced as 
the 16th president of Macalester 
College in St. Paul, Minn. 
Rosenberg will assume his duties 
at Macalester this coming August.
At Macalester Rosenberg says 
he will face many of the same chal­
lenges that he faced at Lawrence. 
Notably, he explained that many 
colleges are being forced to main­
tain quality with reduced funds.
Rosenberg has been serving 
Lawrence since 1998 as Dean of 
Faculty and Professor of English. 
In his tenure a t Lawrence, 
Rosenberg directed the universi­
ty's first change of general educa­
tion requirements in 15 years.
Rosenberg, a Charles Dickens 
scholar, received his B.A. from 
Cornell University and his M.A. 
and Ph.D. in English from 
Columbia University. He began his 
career as a professor in 1982 at 
Cooper Union in New York City 
before moving on to Allegheny 
College in 1983, where he 
remained until 1998.
Rosenberg chose to accept the 
job because it was "just such a ter­
rific opportunity, both profession­
ally and personally" that he felt it 
was time to make a change.
He wanted to work at a school
Some Fraternities 
voice concerns
by Amy Siebels
Copy chief
In the 1930s, Lawrence 
President Henry M erritt Wriston 
decided to build four new houses 
to accommodate Lawrence's fra­
ternities: Beta Theta Pi, Delta 
Tau Delta, Phi Kappa Tau, and 
Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Sixty-two years later, in fall of 
2003, two of the original four fra­
ternities will lose their longtime 
houses in the quad.
The Phi Kappa Tau and Delta 
Tau Delta are the first Greek 
organizations to lose their resi­
dences under the new Formal 
Group Housing system.
The two fraternities, along 
with the Co-op, had to reapply for 
housing this spring after being 
awarded one-year contracts for 
the 2002-2003 school year.
D e l t  p r e s i d e n t  A n d r e w  F i e b e r  
s a i d  t h e  f e e d b a c k  h i s  f r a t e r n i t y  
r e c e i v e d  a b o u t  t h e  d e c i s i o n  " le d  
t h e  h o u s e  t o  b e l i e v e  t h e  r e a s o n s  
f o r  d e n i a l  w e r e  b a s e d  o n  p a s t
with an environment similar to 
that of Lawrence. Both are 
small,private liberal arts schools.
Rosenberg also felt the location 
was ideal since it is near a major 
metropolitan area, but also not too 
far from Lawrence.
According to a press release 
from Macalester College, 
Rosenberg was selected after an 
extensive search. He will be fol­
lowing outgoing president Michael 
McPherson, who served 
Macalester for seven years, during 
which Macalester has been consis­
tently high on lists of the best lib­
eral arts colleges in America. It 
was ranked 26th in U.S. News and 
World Report for 2003.
Rosenberg said he will miss 
the people at Lawrence calling 
them "irreplaceable," but he looks 
forward to forming relationships 
with the faculty of Macalester.
In a statement issued May 20, 
Lawrence president Rik Warch 
conveyed his regards for 
Rosenberg, saying that his general 
sentiment is one of excitement for 
Rosenberg and his family.
Warch also expressed his confi­
dence that Rosenberg would serve 
Macalester "with the same level of 
excellence he has demonstrated at 
[Lawrence]."
Rosenberg noted that some of 
the personal achievements he was 
most proud of included starting a 
faculty mentoring program and 
hiring over one third of the faculty
b e h a v i o r ,  o p e n n e s s  t o  t h e  
L a w r e n c e  c o m m u n i t y ,  a n d  a  l a c k  
o f  c o n t r i b u t i o n  t o  t h e  c a m p u s ."
F i e b e r  e m p h a s i z e d ,  " T h e  f e e d ­
b a c k  w e  h a v e  r e c e i v e d  i s  n o t  a n  
o f f i c i a l  r e c o r d  o f  t h e  F o r m a l  
G r o u p  H o u s i n g  B o a r d  d e l i b e r a ­
t i o n  n o r  a n  o f f i c i a l  s t a t e m e n t  
f r o m  t h e  c o l le g e ."
T h e  f r a t e r n i t y ,  F i e b e r  s a i d ,  i s  
a p p e a l i n g  t h e  d e c i s i o n .  " O u r  
a p p e a l  s t r a t e g y , "  h e  s a i d ,  " is  t o  
m a k e  a  c o m p e l l i n g  c a s e  t h a t
under his administration.
He said, "I tried to create a cer­
tain level of discourse that was 
open and civil when dealing with 
students, faculty, and staff." He 
also feels he helped make 
Lawrence much better at institu­
tional planning.
No successor for Rosenberg 
has been named or even signifi­
cantly discussed a t this point. 
Lawrence will either engage in an
D e l t a  T a u  D e l t a  i s  i n  f a c t  a n  
i m p o r t a n t  a n d  p o s i t i v e  e l e m e n t  
to  t h e  q u a l i t y  o f  c a m p u s  l i f e ,  a n d  
d e s e r v e s  r e c o g n i t i o n  a s  a  f o r m a l  
g r o u p ."
H e  a d d e d ,  " W h e t h e r  o r  n o t  w e  
r e c e i v e  t h e  h o u s e ,  t h e  c h a p t e r  
p l a n s  o n  o p e r a t i n g  a s  a  s i g n i f i ­
c a n t  c o n t r i b u t o r  t o  t h e  q u a l i t y  o f  
L a w r e n c e  U n i v e r s i t y  c a m p u s  l i f e  
a n d  r e m a i n s  c o m m i t t e d  t o  
i m p r o v i n g  i t s  i m a g e  i n  t h e  
L a w r e n c e  c o m m u n i t y ."
i n t e r n a l  o r  n a t i o n a l  s e a r c h .  B o t h  
t y p e s  h a v e  b e e n  u s e d  a t  L a w r e n c e  
w i t h  p r e v i o u s  d e a n s .  A n  i n t e r i m  
d e a n  m a y  b e  a p p o i n t e d  u n t i l  t h e  
s e a r c h  c a n  t a k e  p la c e .
R o s e n b e r g  a d d e d ,  " I  w i l l
a l w a y s  f e e l  a  s t r o n g  c o n n e c t i o n  to  
L a w r e n c e .  L a w r e n c e  a n d
M a c a l e s t e r  f a c e  o f f  i n  t h e  s e c o n d  
f o o tb a l l  g a m e  o f  t h e  s e a s o n .  I 'll 
h a v e  t o  r e m e m b e r  w h i c h  s i d e l i n e  
t o  g o  to ."
D e l t a  T a u  D e l t a  r e c e n t l y  
r e a c h e d  o u t  t o  t h e  c o m m u n i t y  b y  
h o s t i n g  a n  i c e  c r e a m  s o c i a l  i n  
c o n j u n c t i o n  w i t h  t h e  V C S C , 
a d v e r t i s i n g  c o m m u n i t y  s e r v i c e  
o p p o r t u n i t i e s .
F i e b e r  s a i d  t h a t  w h i l e  t h e  
c h a p t e r  i s  " v e r y  d i s a p p o i n t e d  
a b o u t  t h e  d e c i s i o n  t o  n o t  l e t  u s  
p a r t i c i p a t e  i n  F o r m a l  G r o u p  
H o u s i n g  f o r  t h e  2 0 0 3 - 2 0 0 4  s c h o o l  
y e a r ,"  t h e y  a l s o  " r e s p e c t  t h e  i d e a  
o f  f o r m a l  g r o u p  h o u s i n g  b e i n g  
m o r e  w i d e l y  a v a i l a b l e  t o  s t u d e n t  
o r g a n i z a t i o n s . "
F i e b e r  a d d e d ,  " I ,  a l o n g  w i t h  
t h e  r e s t  o f  t h e  c h a p t e r ,  w o u l d  l i k e  
to  e x p r e s s  o u r  a p p r e c i a t i o n  f o r  
t h e  s u p p o r t  w e  h a v e  r e c e i v e d  
f r o m  D e a n  o f  S t u d e n t s  N a n c y  
T r u e s d e l l  a n d  h e r  s t a f f ,  A m y  
U e c k e ,  K a r l e e n  D i e t r i c h ,  f a c u l t y  
a d v i s o r  D o c  M a r a v o l o ,  a l u m n u s  
a d v i s o r  G r e g  L i n n e m a n s t o n s  
( ' 8 0 ) ,  a n d  A s s o c i a t e  D i r e c t o r  o f  
A l u m n i  R e l a t i o n s  A n d r e a  P o w e r s  
( ’9 4 ) ,  i n  t h e  e f f o r t s  t o w a r d  
i m p r o v i n g  o u r  i m a g e  o n  t h e  c a m ­
p u s ."
A s  t h e  D e l t s  v a c a t e  2 1 8  S o u t h  
L a w e  S t r e e t ,  t h e  P h i  T a u s  w il l  b e  
m o v i n g  o u t  o f  t h e  h o u s e  n e x t
See H o u s in g  on p a g e  2
Formal Group Housing backlash
photo by Jessie Augustyn
Members of the Delta Tau Delta Fraternity sat on their steps Thursday after­
noon. The fraternity has been denied its formal group housing for next year.
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Housnj: Phi Kappa Tau awarded a smaller 
house, while Delta Tau Delta is left homeless
continued from page 1
door.
Amy Uecke, Assistant Dean 
for Residence Life, explained, 
"Phi Kappa Tau was not eligible 
to apply for 206 South Lawe 
under Formal Group Housing 
policy, which states that during a 
group's contract length it must 
maintain a 90 percent occupancy 
average."
The group applied for and was 
awarded a smaller house.
Andy York, scholarship chair 
for Phi Tau, said, "We feel the 
decision, while painful for us, was 
reasonable because we didn't 
meet the 90 percent occupancy 
requirement."
York added, "We are disap­
pointed to lose 206 South Lawe 
Street, but we are looking for­
ward to starting anew at 741 
East John and continuing the 
tradition and reputation that Phi 
Tau has always had."
While the other three frater­
nities were among six groups up 
for review this year, they did not 
have to reapply for housing. Beta 
Theta Pi, Sigma Phi Epsilon, and 
Phi Delta Theta will retain their
current residences.
Even though those three fra­
ternities have been assured their 
housing for at least the next year, 
Beta president Kit Okimoto had 
a bad feeling about the future of 
Formal Group Housing.
"A very strong precedent has 
been set, and we will obviously be 
subject to this precedent in the 
near future," said Okimoto. "I 
think that FGH is sound in prin­
ciple," he said, "but I believe that 
in its practice, students are not 
getting what they expected. I 
have heard from many that the 
details and technicalities can be 
very misleading, and I think this 
sentiment is one that has been 
growing, especially in the past 
couple weeks."
Okimoto m aintained that 
even the 90 percent occupancy 
requirement can be harmful to 
formal groups. "As it stands in 
FGH, there is no way to account 
for an off year, or even an off 
term," he said. "Many group 
memberships fluctuate from year 
to year, and fraternities are no 
different. In my opinion, and per­
haps I am alone in feeling this 
way, the '90 percent' threshold
that exists pushes formal groups 
into a dark corner."
The FGH Selection and 
Review committee includes nine 
students appointed by the uni­
versity president.
Okimoto also expressed con­
cern about the finality of the com­
mittee's decisions. "FGH is not 
under LUCC's jurisdiction, so 
there is no recommendation to be 
approved by the students," he 
said. "Once the decision is hand­
ed down, it's finished."
The current Phi Tau and Delt 
residences on South Lawe Street 
will be available as theme houses 
and general housing for next 
year, respectivly.
Formal Group Housing does 
not preclude the possibility of the 
fraternities inhabiting their tra ­
ditional houses in the future.
The university's plans for 
expansion, however, are more 
ominous: the two quad residences 
on South Lawe now occupy the 
chosen site for the proposed 
Campus Center. While that pro­
ject is still years in the future, the 
construction of the Campus 
Center will eventually require 
the houses to be tom  down.
LUCC: Parking situation, increase 
in laundry token costs discussed
continued from page 1
approved, the results were the 
same; each group received the 
house the Theme House 
Selection Committee had 
intended them to have.
According to Dalsen, th a t 
decision was w ithin LUCC's 
jurisdiction because Theme 
House Selection Committee is a 
subcommittee of LUCC and as 
such its recommendations do not 
have to be approved.
Judicial Board appointments 
were announced a t Monday's 
meeting. New members include 
Zachary Brown, Bill Dalsen, Ben 
Hane, Elissa H arbert, Aditi 
Hate, Saleh Hijazi, Shahriyar 
Hussain, Adam Kolb, A.J. Ow, 
and Ben Weston. Their term s 
begin next year.
Student Welfare Committee 
member Ed Johnson presented 
his group’s report, addressing 
such issues as parking and laun­
dry.
Currently, LUCC President 
Jacques Hacquebord is in con­
tact with the City of Appleton 
about E ast Alton S treet 
(between the Fraternity Quad 
and Downer block). He is asking 
that Lawrence be granted con­
trol of the street. Lawrence
already controls E ast John 
S treet in front of Sage. If the city 
were to agree, students would 
have another place to park 
overnight, although it is not yet 
determined w hether the slots 
would be for lottery students 
only or open to everyone.
There was also discussion 
about the possibility of raising 
the fee Lawrence charges stu­
dents to park in City of Appleton 
E ast Ramp, or old Younker's 
ramp. Currently, the school pays 
$160 per year per slot, but only 
charges $25 per term. Because of 
budget cutbacks, some feel this 
may be too much of a subsidy.
The S tudent Welfare 
Committee will be meeting June 
2  to discuss increasing the price 
of laundry tokens, possibly to 75 
cents apiece. It was also noted 
th a t the New Residence Hall 
will contain six w ashing 
machines and nine dryers.
The Smoking Halo, approved 
by LUfiC earlier this term  and 
currently in effect, is not being 
strictly enforced, according to 
Johnson. While the halo is now a 
part of LUCC's bylaws, the coun­
cil voted not to institu te special 
training for RLAs to enforce the 
halo until next year.
v
what’s O il?  at Lawrence University
FRID A Y , MAY 2 3 M O NDAY, MAY 2 6
2 :0 0 -  
6 :0 0  p a n . 
4:00 - 
6 4 )0  p a n . 
4 -3 0  p a n .
4 :3 0  p a n . 
6 :0 0  p a n . 
8 :0 0  p a n . 
8 0 6  p a n .
9 0 0  p a n . 
M id n ig h t
S ig m a  A lp h a  Io ta  c a r  w ash; P la n tz  H a ll p a r k in g  lo t. M e m o ria l D a y  (n o  c la s s e s ) .,
S p rin g  F lin g  (fe te  d e  p r in te m p s ), sp o n s o re d  b y  th e  
F re n c h  d e p a r tm e n t;  W risto n  a m p h ith e a tre .
C la s s ic s  W eek  p e rfo rm a n c e : L a tin  s to r ie s  w ith  
C a rr ie  C le a v e la n d , '0 4 , a n d  S u z a n n e  H e n ric h , '05; 
M a in  H a ll s o u th  s te p s , R a in  site: M a in  H a ll 1 0 4 .  
G re e k  W eek: Q u a d  O lym pics; D i e  Q u a d .
S tu d e n t  recita l: L a u r a  G u ili, h o rn ; H a r p e r  H a ll. 
J a z z  B a n d  concert; M e m o ria l C h a p e l.
S tu d e n t  O n e  A c t p e rfo rm a n c e  b y  D a n  W h iteley : 
W a itin g  for G odot; D i e  U n d e rg ro u n d  C offeehouse. 
L C F  H oedow n; R iv erv iew  L o u n g e.
F rid a y  N ig h t F r e a k  Show : M e e t t h e  FfeeMes, sp o n ­
so re d  b y  th e  Y U A I C o m m u n ity ; W ris to n  a u d ito r iu m .
1 1 : 0 0
1 :0 0  p a n . 
3 : 0 0  p a n .
5 : 0 0  p a n .
8 4 )0  p a n .
1 0 4 )0  p a n .
S tu d e n t  re c ita l: G en ev iev e  T o k a rs k i, so p ra n o , a n d  
J e s s ic a  B o z e m a n , so p ran o ; H a r p e r  H a ll.
S tu d e n t  re c ita l: A n d ra  D u r h a m , viola; H a r p e r  H a ll. 
S tu d e n t  re c ita l:  J o n a t h a n  H in k e , b a r ito n e , a n d  
J u l i a n a  S p e ise r, m ezzo-soprano; H a r p e r  H a ll. 
S t u d e n t  re c ita l:  A u d re y  G u tf re u n d , p ia n o , a n d  
T a n n e r  N o lin , p ian o ; H a r p e r  H a ll.
S tu d e n t  re c ita l: L u k a s  A b ra h a m a o n , t r u m p e t, a n d
K y le S im p so n , tr u m p e t;  H a r p e r  H a l l
O p e n  j a m  s e s s io n  (ja z z ); D i e  U n d e r g ro u n d
Coffeehouse.
94)0-
1 0 4 )0  p a n . 
9 4 )0 -
1 1 4 )0  p a n . 
9 3 0  p a n .
R 6 s u m 6  re v ie w  se ss io n  w ith  C a re e r  A s s is ta n t  
A dw oa; S a g e  H a ll f i rs t  floor lo u n g e.
H o u s in g  selection: D oubles; R iv e rv ie w  L o u n g e.
R e su m e  h e lp  fo r a ll  y o u r  re s u n to  n e e d s  fro m  C a re e r  
A s s is ta n t  R oshal; T re v e r  H a ll  f ir s t  floor lo u n g e.
TUESDAY, MAY 27
SATURDAY MAY 24
1 1 4 )0
1 2 4 )0  
4 4 )0  p a n .
1 4 )0
2 4 )0
3 4 )0
7 : 3 6
8 4 )0
94)0
S tu d e n t recital: C aroline H olm es, flute, a n d  K evin 
P eters , trom bone; H a rp er H all.
3 rd  A n n u al Kicks for CASA a n d  1 s t  A n n u al D unk- 
A -Theta to  ra ise  m oney for CASA (C o u rt A ppointed 
Special Advocates); T he Q uad.
S tu d e n t recital: Rebecca D irkaen, piano; H a rp e r 
H a ll
"Gender Roles in  A ncient Egypt: Iferspectives F rom  
M yths, L ite ra tu re , a n d  Society;" E d m u n d  S. M eltzer, 
Egyptologist, sponsored by GLOW  (form erly know n 
a s  Pride); Riverview  Lounge.
S tu d e n t recital: Jessica  P ah n k e, flute; H a rp e r  HalL 
"An E vening o f  M odem , Lyrical, a n d  Ja z z  Dance," 
p resen ted  by M616e, L U  m o d em  dance troupe; 
S ta n sb u ry  T h eatre .
S tu d e n t recital: G abe Lewis-O'Connor, b aas b a ri­
tone, a n d  A n d rea M eehl, soprano; H a ip q r H all.
T he D enes, m usical group, w ith  special g u e sts  U nion 
P u lse  a n d  P ete  Snyder, g u ita r , T h e  Coffeehouse.
1 1 4 )0  
1 2 4 )0  
8 4 ) 0  p a n .
8 4 )0 -  
9 4 ) 0  p a n . 
9 4 ) 0  p a n .
9 4 )0
B usiness Office ex it in terview s for 2 0 0 3  graduates; 
W riston  auditorium .
“M eet Your F u tu re  Room mate* party; Riverview 
Lounge.
R£sum£ a n d  cover le tte r  review  w ith  C areer 
A ssistan t Erica; K ohler H all first floor lounge. 
“Decisions, Decisions, Decisions,* a  w orkshop for 
first-y e a r s tu d e n ts  a n d  sophom ores choosing a  
career; T rev er H all lounge.
T u to rin g  in  F ren ch , S p an ish , G erm an , an d  Italian; 
L anguage H ouse, 7 3 9  E . College Ave.
7 :3 0 :  
4 : 3 0  p a n .
1 1 4 )0
SUNDAY, MAY 2 5
1 4 )0-
1 0 4 )0  p a n .
4 : 3 0  p a n .-  
1 0 4 )0  p a n .
84)0 pan.
C zech  M u s ic  D ay, f e a tu r in g  le c tu re s , m u sic a l 
p re s e n ta tio n s , c o n c e rts , a n d  a u th e n tic  food, s p o n ­
so re d  b y  L a w re n c e  s tu d e n t  co m p o se rs  (C L U ); 
S h a ttu c k  H a ll 1 6 3 .  C o n ta c t J o n a th o n  R o b e rts  a t  
9 2 0 - 9 9 3 - 6 2 2 6  fo r  m o re  in fo rm a tio n . ~ •
T h e  C o-op “B ig g e r E v en t,*  sp o n s o re d  b y  t h e  Co-op 
H o u s e . A n  o u td o o r  a ll-c a m p u s p a rty , f e a tu r in g  
ro c k in ’ tu n e s  b y  f o u r  d iffe re n t b a n d s  (a n d  food!); ■ 
H u lb e r t  H o u s e  b a c k y a rd . N o a d m issio n  c h a rg e . 
R a in  d a te : S a tu r d a y  M a y  3 1 .
G u e s s  W h o 's G a y / S tra ig h t p a n e l, sp o n so red  by  
G L O W  (fo rm e rly  k n o w n  a s  P rid e ); T h e  
U n d e rg ro u n d  C o ffeeh o u se.
WEDNESDAY MAY 2 8
5 : 3 0  p a n . S enior C lass d in n er, Lucinda's.
7 4 ) 0  p a n .  D ie  E d w ard  F. M ielke L ecture S eries in  Biomedical
Ethics: T w ic e  Dead: O rg an  T ran sp la n ts  a n d  th e  
R einvention o f  D eath," M a rg are t Lock, associate 
professor, D e p a rtm e n t o f  A nthropology, M cGill 
U niversity; W riston auditorium .
MO p n .  J a z z  Sm all G roups concert; H a rp e r H all.
9 4 ) 0  p a n . Im prov Hour, sponsored by IG L U ;T he U nderground
Coffeehouse.
THURSDAY MAY 2 9
1 1 :1 0  s o n .  M asterclass: Tbd L am brinos, g u e st b arito n e for L a
T raviata; M em orial C hapel.
4 4 ) 0  p a n . H onors tea; M ain  H all 1 0 4 .
4 4 )0  p a n . Science H all student/faculty  poster session, spon-
) .  sored by  Science H all Colloquium; Science H all
‘ v: • ■,' A triu m . . .  y
8 4 )0  p a n . S tu d e n t recital: R asa Z eltina, saxophone; H a rp e r
• HalL >. ‘A
9 4 ) 0  p a n . M o n ta g e  J a z z  e n s e m b le , sp o n s o re d  b y  SO U P ; T h e
U n d e rg ro u n d  C offeehouse.
9 4 ) 0 -  R e su n fe  h e lp  fro m  C a re e r  A s s is ta n t  A m a n d a ;
1 0 4 ) 0  p a n .  C o lm a n  H a ll lo u n g e.
FRIDAY MAY 30
6 4 )0  p a n . S tu d e n t recital: D avid Chidsey, classical g u ita r , 
H a rp er H all.
6 4 )0  p a n . O pening reception fin* A n n u al S enior A rt E xhibition, 
6 : 0 0 - 8 4 )0  p.m . Seniors included in  th e  exhibition are: 
Ju m u a h  H a rd en , H e a th e r K orich, C o u rtn ey  L ind, 
P atricia  L indquist, A iyalee M iller, M y-Linh N guyen, 
T rish  O'Donnell, S a ra h  Sager, a n d  K a th ry n  W ifldn; 
W risto n  A rt C e n te r  G a lleries. G a lle ry  h o u rs: 
Tuesday-Friday, 1 0 4 )0 - 4 4 )0  p.m ., Saturday-S unday, 
1 2 4 )0  noon-44 )0  p m ., closed M onday. E k h ib it dis­
played th ro u g h  A u g u st 3 .
6 4 )0  p a n . W LFM  benefit concert; Riverview  L ounge. G en eral 
public $ 5 ,  L U  stu d e n ts  $ 2 .
SATURDAY MAY 31
W isconsin E ducational R ecru itm en t Fhir; M onona 
Grove H ig h  School, M adison. S ee C a re e r C e n te r 
N otices section in  T h is W eek.
S tu d e n t recital: A m an d a  A u d ette , tru m p e t, a n d  Ivy 
Howell, soprano; H a rp e r  HalL 
S tu d e n t recital: N icholas Towns, piano; H a rp e r  H all. 
S o u th e ast Side D ays, sponsored b y  S ag e H a ll a n d  
T rever H all R esidence Life staff; S ag e H a ll b a se ­
m e n t
S tu d e n t recital: M ichael L ee, trom bone; H a rp e r 
H all.
S tu d e n t recital: R achel B ittner, piano; H a rp e r  H alL 
L a T ra v ia ta  by  G iu sep p e  V erdi, L aw ren ce  
S ym p h o n y  O rc h e s tra , C o n c ert C hoir, C h o ra le , 
W omen's Choir, a n d  W hite H ero n  C horale; Fox 
C ities Perform ing A rts  C enter. L U  studenta/fecul- 
ty/staff free, lim it o f 2 ,  available a t  th e  L U  Box 
Office. F br additional tick ets call th e  PAC a t  9 2 0 -  
7 3 0 - 3 7 6 0
S U N D A Y JU N E  1
3 4 )0  p a n . L a w re n c e  U n iv e rs ity  P e rc u ss io n  E n s e m b le  (L U P fi)  
concert; M e m o ria l C h a p e l.
5 4 )0  p a n . F a c u lty  recita l: S te p h a n e  D a n  N goc, violin; H a r p e r  
H all.
6 3 0  p a n . F a c u lty  recita l: W olfgang R iib s a m , o rg a n ; M e m o ria l 
C h a p el.
8 3 0  p a n .  S e n io r T h e a tre  p ro je c t b y  A n h e lie s e  D e D ie m a r  “A n 
E v e n in g  o f  O n e-A ct P erfo rm an ces*; C lo a k  T h e a tre .
1 4 )0  p a n . 
2 4 )0  p a n .
M O
5 4 )0  p a n . 
8 4 )0  p a n .
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Lawrence Univsersity jazz studies director Fred 
Sturm wins international composition commission
Evaluation process 
under evaluation
3
New process could 
include advisor 
evaluations
by Jonathan Isaacson
N m n  Editor
The Lawrence adm in istra­
tion evaluating its own evalua­
tion process. Brian Rosenberg, 
dean of the faculty, says all 
aspects of student evaluations 
are being inspected, from the 
current evaluation forms to the 
possibility of having students 
evaluate their academic advi­
sors.
According to Rosenberg, 
"[Administrators] have collected 
evaluation forms from 10 or 15 
other schools" in the attem pt to 
evaluate and improve the 
process a t Lawrence. Rosenberg 
says the current investigations 
are part of the process of looking 
a t the bigger picture for the uni­
versity.
The faculty is asking, "How 
can the whole system be made 
stronger," including evaluations, 
Rosenberg said.
Included in the possible 
changes to the  evaluation 
process is the addition of advisor 
evaluations. The possibility of 
such evaluations has been on 
the table for discussion for sev­
eral years now, but has yet to be 
formalized and put into practice.
According to Rosenberg, that 
aspect of the evaluation process 
was informally agreed upon sev­
eral years ago. He said th a t it 
appears that the general consen­
sus among the faculty is still in 
favor of including advisors in the 
evaluation process.
Work has begun on imple­
menting individual advisor eval­
uations. M artha Hemwall, Dean 
of Student Academic Services, 
said, "We have been laying the 
groundwork for the past two to 
three years, an im portant first 
step to implementing an effec­
tive evaluation system."
According to Hemwall, the 
tasks include developing better 
m aterials for advising and com­
piling of a handbook for advi­
sors, which will be updated 
every year.
Some sample advising sur­
veys have been put together and 
will probably be distributed to 
faculty. The faculty will then 
give their feedback about the 
evaluation surveys and reach 
some consensus.
Rosenberg said th a t he has 
heard complaints th a t the evalu­
ation forms are already too long, 
but he stressed the importance 
of the evaluation process, calling 
it a critical part of Lawrence 
University.
"It's im portant th a t everyone 
take the process as seriously as 
possible," he said.
As to when the changes will 
be implemented, both Rosenberg 
and Hemwall refrained from 
making any predictions. In the 
words of Hemwall, "A time 
frame is not possible to predict 
given the workloads of all of us."
recently selected to work on a 
pair of upcoming recording pro­
jects.
In September, he travels to 
Frankfurt, Germany, where he 
will serve as arranger/conductor 
for the recording of "Bodacious 
Cowboys: 3 Decades of Steely 
Dan,” a tribute to one of rock 
music's most creative and 
enduring ensembles. Sturm will 
conduct the Hessischer 
Rundfunk (Public Radio for the 
S tate of Hessen) Jazz Band for 
the project. Next March, the 
Lawrence U niversity Jazz 
Ensemble will perform the same 
program in a campus concert.
S turm  also will serve as 
arranger/conductor for the 2004 
BMG/Arista Records release of 
B razilian pianist, singer and 
composer Eliane Elias. In addi­
tion to arranging all the works 
on the Elias project, Sturm  will 
travel to London in November to 
conduct the London Symphony 
in a recording of the CD's 
orchestral components.
"Any of these three projects 
alone would be cause for cele­
bration," Sturm  said. "Put all 
three together and you have a 
combination of sheer exhilara­
tion and terror. If I had the lux­
ury of spreading these projects 
out over a period of a couple of 
years, th a t would be heaven, but
when the phone rings and you're 
asked to contribute, you say 
'YES!'
"Opportunities like th is don't 
always come along and you may 
only be asked once, so you have 
to take advantage of them when 
they present themselves. The 
coming months are going to be 
extrem ely busy, bu t equally 
exciting and rewarding."
A 1998 Grammy Award nom­
inee, Sturm  directed the 
Lawrence jazz studies program 
from 1977-91 and served as pro­
fessor and chair of jazz studies 
and contemporary media a t the 
E astm an School of Music in 
New York from 1991-2002, 
directing the in ternationally  
acclaimed E astm an Jazz 
Ensemble, conducting the 70- 
piece Eastman Studio Orchestra 
and coordinating the Eastm an 
jazz composition and arranging 
program. A 1 9 7 3  Lawrence 
graduate, he re tu rned  tothe 
Lawrence conservatory faculty 
in the fall of 2 0 0 2 .
In Sturm 's 25-year universi­
ty teaching career, Downbeat 
Magazine has cited his ensem­
bles as the finest in the United 
S tates and Canada eight times.
Text appears courtesy o f Rick 
Peterson, Associate Director of 
Public Affairs at Lawrence.
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N. Scott Momaday tells 
a story for Lawrence
Lawrence University music 
professor Fred Sturm  has been- 
named the recipient of the 2003 
ASCAP/IAJE Commission In 
Honor of Quincy Jones for 
Established Jazz Composers of 
International Prominence.
The commission, widely 
considered the world's most 
prestigious jazz composition 
award for established com­
posers, is presented by the 
American Society of Composers, 
Authors and Publishers 
(ASCAP) in cooperation with the 
In ternational Association of 
Jazz Educators.
Sturm, the director of jazz 
studies and im provisational 
music a t Lawrence, will write a 
new composition in the coming 
months and conduct its pre­
miere performed by an all-star 
ensemble of jazz musicians next 
January  at the 2004 IAJE 
Conference in New York City. 
The commission prize includes 
acash award of $7,500.
"The ASCAP/IAJE commis­
sion comes with no strings 
attached," said Sturm.
"It's basically anything goes. 
It will be created completely 
from scratch, but I'm hoping to 
write something th a t is very cut­
ting edge.”
In addition to his ASCAP 
jazz commission, Sturm  was
photo from lawrence.edu
FRED STURM, DIRECTOR OF JAZZ STUDIES AT LAWRENCE, has been named 
the recipient of the 2003 ASCAP/IAJE Commision. It is widely considered the 
world’s most prestigious jazz composition award.
and spent a year teaching on an 
Apache Reservation before win­
ning a poetry fellowship for the 
creative w riting program a t 
Stanford University, where he 
earned a doctorate in English 
L iterature in 1963.
Momaday received a Pulitzer 
Prize for his first novel, House 
Made of Dawn, in 1969, then 
took a position as Professor of 
English and comparative litera­
tu re  a t the University of 
California, Berkeley. Momaday 
went on to publish academic 
texts about Native Americans 
and the American West in addi­
tion to several collections of 
poetry and has also been a wide­
ly-exhibited a r tis t since he 
began creating drawings and 
paintings in  1974.Momaday’s 
presentation celebrated his pas­
sion for language, oral and writ­
ten. Although a very successful 
writer, Momaday explains, “I 
fancy myself a storyteller. Here 
we are in th is ancient relation­
ship: storyteller to listeners.”
After his convocation, 
Momaday attended a lunch with 
Lawrence students and faculty. 
He agreed to answer several 
questions by the group.
When asked about what he 
likes to read, Momaday replied 
th a t he has many influences 
from different areas of litera­
ture, but th a t he really enjoys 
reading m urder mysteries.
by Rachel Hoerman and 
Kate Enoch
F eatu res Editor and S taff W riter
Poet, scholar and Pulitzer 
Prize-winning author N. Scott 
Momaday delivered a convoca­
tion address a t the Memorial 
Chapel this past Thursday.
Momaday expressed great 
reverence for the nature of lan­
guage. “Words are sacred,” 
explained Momaday, “Where 
words touch the earth, there is 
the sacred.”
Momaday accompanied his 
discussion of language with sev­
eral stories of his own. He 
shared memories from his child­
hood, tales of the Kiowa, and 
even stories of his experiences 
as an adult. “You get me talking 
and there  I go,” laughed 
Momaday.
After dedicating his life’s 
work to the exploration and 
mastery of language and story­
telling, Momaday feels like he 
has only “scratched the surface.” 
“There is so much to know and 
learn about the oral tradition,” 
commented Momaday, who 
works as a  professor of such sub­
jects as well as an author.
Momaday closed his presen­
tation w ith a story dialogue 
between God and the Bear from 
his book In the Bear’s House.
Momaday was born in
photo from truman.edu 
N. SCOTT MOMADAY gave a convoca­
tion in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel 
yesterday. He told stories about his 
past to the audience.
Oklahoma in 1934 and spent the 
first year of his life on a Kiowa 
Indian reservation before mov­
ing w ith his paren ts to the 
Southwest, where he was 
exposed to the Apache, Pueblo 
and Navajo cultures. Both his 
father, a painter, and his mother, 
an author of children's books, 
worked there as schoolteachers 
and it was in the southwest that 
Momaday developed an interest 
in Literature and poetry.
Momaday graduated  from 
the University of New Mexico
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Czech music hits Lawrence
"The Student": Student project features 
communication through collaboration
by Michael Brody
For The Lawrantiaii
by Katharine Enoch
Staff W riter
Ben Klein's senior indepen­
dent project, titled  "The 
Student," provides an eclectic 
view of college experience 
through a collaboration of medi­
ums and creative minds.
His use of student photogra­
phy, music, and dance, inspired 
by them es from Freshm an 
Studies literature, bridges the 
departm ental gaps and appeals 
to a diverse audience of students 
and faculty.
"I wanted to create a collabo­
ration between studio art stu ­
dents, conservatory students, 
theater students, and students 
who are involved in extra-curric­
ular dance," commented Klein.
While the initial concept for 
the project was Klein's, the cre­
ation of the piece was a collec­
tive effort between other s tu ­
dents and teachers, including 
M att Von Ohlen, Megan 
O'Connor, Tim Troy, and Amy 
Hober.
"I ju st wanted to create a 
project th a t would tie in all the 
elements on campus," explained 
Klein, who mentioned th a t the
interdepartm ental communica­
tion deficit was one reason for 
his effort to create a project 
fueled by diverse sources, both 
artistic and academic in nature. 
"I wanted to create a picture of 
college life and smile at it, frown 
at it, and laugh a t it, and have 
other people do th a t with me," 
shared Klein.
The visual aspect of the pro­
ject features student photogra­
phy of subjects d istinct to 
Lawrence. These images will be 
projected onto the wall of the 
Wriston Amphitheatre.
The music to which the per­
formance will be set is an origi­
nal composition of Klein's. The 
composition is a rough musical 
structure over which the musi­
cians added im provisational 
m aterial to elaborate on Klein's 
foundational themes. The 
instrum ents featured range 
from accordion to computer.
The dancers will perform 
their choreography ju st in front 
of the projected images. The per­
formance includes around 2 0  
volunteers.
Klein used several texts from 
Lawrence's Freshm an Studies 
program (Structure of Scientific
Czech Music Day, Sunday, May 
25, gives Lawrence students the 
opportunity to hear and learn about 
music that doesn't traditionally get 
the spotlight at music conservato­
ries.
Running from 1:00 p.m. to 9:30 
p.m. in Shattuck Hall (Room 163), 
Czech Music Day features lectures 
and concerts by Lawrence students, 
faculty, and visiting experts. It is 
organized and directed by members 
of CLU (Composers at Lawrence 
University). Admission is free, and 
a schedule of events is posted in the 
Conservatory.
Two individuals inspired CLU 
to dedicate a day to Czech music: 
Joel Blahnik, expert on Czech 
music and Lawrence graduate, and 
Dr. Derek Katz, Lawrence
Conservatory's resident expert on 
Czech music, who wrote his doctor­
al dissertation on Leos Janacek.
Katz, a graduate of Harvard 
University and the University of 
California Santa Barbara, has 
delivered papers at national and 
international conferences in cities 
around the world, including 
Prague, Brno, London, and Chicago.
He and Devin Burke, a student 
composer, will speak at 2 : 0 0  p.m. 
about Czech music in general and 
its role in the National Rebirth, the 
movement that culminated in the
photos from cs.princeton.edu and www.sun.rhbnc.ac.uk
BEDRICH SMETANA, ANTONIN DVORAK, AND LEOS JANACEK: three composers who have figured prominently in bring­
ing the music of the Czech people to their homeland and abroad.
recognition of the Czech Republic as 
an autonomous political unit, lb  
this end they will examine Bedrich 
Smetana's Ma Vlast, a work Katz 
describes as "a piece of nationalist 
rhetoric." They also examine Ma 
Vlast on its own terms, as a piece of 
music apart from the socio-political 
situation that influenced (and was 
influenced by) its composition.
Blahnik, composer, publisher, 
teacher, and conductor, has been 
invited to the Czech Republic on 
more than one occasion. He co­
founded the Prague Youth Wind 
Ensemble and has recorded with 
professional Czech orchestras and 
ensembles. He concludes this year 
his conducting residency with the 
Plzen Conservatory Wind 
Orchestra. A friend of student com­
poser Jonathon Roberts, Blahnik 
has been actively involved in the 
organization of Czech music day.
"He's been a wealth of informa­
tion," Roberts remarked. 
"Unbelievably enthusiastic about 
educating people on Czech music.” 
Blahnik encourages Lawrence stu­
dents to network with students at 
Czech conservatories. His talk at 
4:45 p.m. will focus on contempo­
rary Czech music.
Authentic Czech kolachky and 
oplatsky will be served from 6:15 
p.m. to 8:00 p.m. (after Blahnik's 
talk). These are foods Czech com­
posers might very well have eaten 
at various times during their lives, 
and sampling this food gives pro­
found insight into the music that 
they wrote. This is a good time to
peruse the display of Czech books, 
maps, flags and folk instruments 
outside Shattuck
Concerts at 1:00 p.m. and 8:00 
p.m. frame the events of the day. 
These concerts include works by 
Czech composers like Janacek, Suk, 
and Martdnu.
Rebecca Dirksen, pianist,
speaks about the set of short pieces 
by Josef Suk that she will perform 
in the concert: 'It's very appealing 
music... nobody knows about it, but 
it's just beautiful."
Suk was the son-in-law of the 
more widely known Antonin 
Dvorak. Kate Connolly will accom­
pany an arrangement of a tradi­
tional Czech church melody. She 
remarks, "The harmonies and the 
colors are unique and surprising.”
plroto by Julien Poncet
AT  A  R E H E A R S A L  FO R  B EN  KLE IN  S  PR O JEC T , T h e  Student.”
Klein and his combination of studio artists, musicians, actors, and 
dancers will perform on Tuesday, June 10 from 9:30 to 10:00 p.m.
Revolutions, Chuang Tzu, and 
Plato's The Republic) as inspira­
tion for the themes conveyed in 
the visual, musical, and physical 
expressions of his project.
The single performance of 
this project will be held in the 
W riston Am phitheatre on 
Tuesday, June 10 from 9:30-
1 0 : 0 0  p.m. and would serve as a 
p leasan t study break during 
finals week as well as a farewell 
overview of tim e spen t a t 
Lawrence for those graduating.
"I definitely think it is a per­
formance th a t can be enjoyed by 
everyone on campus,” encour­
aged Klein.
Help the Environment 
Recycle this Newspaper
Brad 
lindert
Rock Columnist
I Got My Name 
From Rock and Roll
Saturday 
makes my 
summer
Don't you love when a band 
makes an intentional summer 
album? I mean, bands like The 
Apples in Stereo only make sum­
mer albums, really. Summer 
albums ju st make the flowers 
grow along your path  as you 
walk the streets. I love summer 
albums; they can make or break 
your summer. I mean, everyone 
needs a theme to their summer; 
why not make th a t theme musi­
cal, right?
Well, Saturday Looks Good 
To Me have made my summer 
album for this year. Why, what is 
the album title, you ask? It's 
called "All Your Summer Songs." 
This album  scream s sum m er 
music fun, from the soft yellows 
and oranges on the cover to the 
people looking a t 45s throughout 
the album art. You know that 
this is an album about the sum­
mer and music.
Their sound... how can I 
describe their sound? Well, take 
an indie musical genius (Fred 
Thomas of Flashpapr fame) and 
have him make a Beach Boys- 
inspired album. This, of course, 
is not a new idea; I mean, look at 
The Apples in Stereo. They copy 
the Beach Boys to the point of 
being a blatant rip off.
So why is Saturday Looks 
Good To Me a good band? Well, 
they know how to skate the line 
between classic cham ber pop 
and modern indie rock. Fred's 
voice is a voice of an angel: an 
angel th a t can't sing. His voice 
might not hit correct notes, but 
he still sings the notes he can hit 
in a beautiful tone.
A perfect example of this is 
"The Sun Doesn't W ant to 
Shine," a sad song about being 
alone after a bad breakup. The 
music flows with a great lead 
violin, and the tension is added 
by Thomas singing, "No amount 
of angry words could disturb 
how happy we used to be." This 
song makes this album. There is 
no song on this album th a t can 
hold a flickering candle to this 
song. Well, maybe the title track 
could, with its somber chorus, 
"Are we breaking up/ should we 
break up?"
If you haven't noticed, this is 
not always a happy sum m er 
album. Really, after the first lis­
ten I realized th a t this is the 
perfect Indian summer album, 
when it is 70 or 80 degrees and 
the leaves are starting  to turn. 
The water in the lake is warm, 
and you are tired from a summer 
of sunburn and swimming. Now 
all you want to do is sit on a 
lawn chair in the shade of some 
pine trees and watch the sun set 
over the lake. And this, my 
friends, is the album to do that 
to.
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LSO and Choral departments ^ fl^ labt sindfiS .r  taste of Flying Dog: “Doggie Style”
combine for "La Traviata"
by Nick Siegel
AAEEWor
The Lawrence University 
Concert Choir, women's choir, 
chorale and symphony orchestra 
along with the White Heron 
Chorale will be performing 
Giuseppe Verdi's (1813-1901) 
opera "La traviata" on Saturday, 
May 31 a t 8:00 p.m. a t the Fox 
Cities Performing Arts Center. 
The performance, under the 
direction of Bridget-Michaele 
Reischl will mark the final large 
production for both the choral 
departm ent and symphony 
orchestra for the 2002-03 acade­
mic school year. This perfor­
mance will, however mark the 
first for the Lawrence Symphony 
Orchestra at the PAC.
The three act opera will fea­
ture Lawrence faculty members 
Rico Serbo performing as Alfredo 
and Karen Leigh-Post as Flora 
along with guest performers 
Virginia Grasso performing as 
the plot's central protagonist, 
Violetta and Theodore 
Lambrinos as Alfredo's father, 
Germont. In addition the produc­
tion will also feature Lawrence 
alum nus and tenor Shazore 
Shah.
After agreeing to write an 
opera for the upcoming Carnival 
season in Venice, Verdi and 
librettist Francesco Maria Piave 
based their work on Alexandre 
Dumas' play La Dame aux 
camellias. "La traviata" (the fall­
en woman) first premiered in
photo by Julien Poncet
THE LAWRENCE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA REHEARSES for the annual choir 
and orchestra extravaganza. This year, Giuseppe Verdi’s “La Traviata" is the 
programmed piece, and for the first time the orchestra will perform at the PAC.
Venice in 1853 a t the Teatro de 
Fenice.
The plot of the opera involves 
two fated lovers, Violetta and 
Alfredo, who meet a t a party in 
the first act. Violetta is a courte­
san who surprises herself by 
falling in love with Alfredo, but is 
convinced to leave him by her 
father. Tragedy ensues when love 
becomes too strong for them  
both.
The widely adored work com­
bines many of the compositional 
strong points found thoughout
Verdi's career that are exempli­
fied in the expressive climax dur­
ing the final act when Violetta, 
the "fallen woman", and her lover 
Alfredo are reunited before her 
imminent death.
Tickets are available for stu­
dents a t the Lawrence 
University box office. Non-stu­
dent ticket information and 
booking can be found at www.fox- 
citiespac.com. The website also 
features a list of upcoming 
events performing at the Fox 
Cities Performing Arts Center.
by Mike Lee and Ray 
Feller
For llw  U wrwrttow
This beer would be great for 
kids! The "Flying Dog" on the label 
is sure to divert their attention 
from their X-box for the short 
amount of time it takes for them to 
immerse themselves in this Pale 
Ale. The name Doggie Style may be 
a little awkward to explain, but 
beer always helps awkward situa­
tions.
Aside from the flashy label, the 
beer smells like a cross 
between fruit and malt: 
two things kids are sure 
to like.
When they reach for 
the beer, don't forget to 
stop them-it's illegal to 
drink underage.
If you happen to 
knock the beer over, you 
might notice the 
eggshell-colored head 
staining your living 
room carpet. The beer itself, how­
ever, is an amber-copper color 
(though this was observed by color­
blind Mike, so don't be shocked if it 
is actually blue or something.)
What your kids won't find out 
is that the beer’s palate lives up to 
what is promised by way of its 
aroma. It definitely is fruity, but 
the malt flavor is a little subtler. 
The beer is light, but that is made 
up for by the carbonation, which is 
a little heavier than in other beers. 
If your kids like pop (or "soda"), 
then keep them away from this.
The flavor comes from what is 
officially termed a "shit-load" of 
Cascade hops and Caras tan malts. 
The Flying Dog Brew Pub was
originally a 50-barrel brew house 
in Aspen. Now it is bigger and bet­
ter in Denver. The beer's fathers, 
George Stranahan, Richard 
McIntyre, and Hunter S. 
Thompson, first dreamed up the 
idea back in 1983, when we were 
still short.
Doggie Style was the first 
Flying Dog beer, and therefore the 
classic. It was first bottled in 1991, 
and has been the proud winner of 
'The Best Pale Ale in America" and 
a silver medal at the Great 
American Beer Festival.
The beer has a 
slightly bitter 
^  aftertaste (which,
| in the event that
I  H  your kids get a
V h  hold of a bottle,
W  will keep them
from opening 
another), in addi­
tion to a slightly 
more citric twang 
than when it first 
enters your 
mouth.
The beer labels are creative 
and colorful, designed by artist 
Ralph Steadman. It is always 
important to judge a book by its 
cover, so this is reason enough to 
like the beer. Plus, after an intense 
lawsuit, Flying Dog is proud to 
print the naughty word "shit" on 
their labels.
All in all, the beer is a little 
light like a small child, but it’s all 
good, dog. If you like fruity beers 
(like Blue Moon or Spotted Cow) or 
Belgian white beers in general, 
then you might or might not like 
this, but definitely one of those 
two...or both...or neither.
A Nasty and Wicked Mind Chris Chan reviews Roald Dahl
by Chris Chan
Staff W riter
Most people are aware that 
Roald Dahl is one of the all-time 
great authors of children's liter­
ature. His books include Charlie 
and the Chocolate Factory, 
James and the Giant Peach, The 
Witches, Danny the Champion o f 
the World, The Twits, Matilda, 
and my personal favorite, The 
BFG. All of these books are 
required reading for young chil­
dren. If your parents didn't read 
them to you when you were a 
kid, it's because they didn't love 
you.
Unfortunately, far too few 
people are aware th a t  Roald 
Dahl was also a prolific writer of 
novels and short stories for 
adults. There are many fine col­
lections of his stories available, 
but one of the most extensive is 
The Best o f Roald Dahl.
Perhaps the Washington Post 
did the best job of describing his 
works when one reviewer wrote 
th a t "the mind of Roald Dahl is 
quintessentially  nasty  and 
wicked." These stories are not 
for kids, yet one can tell that the 
author of these tales and the 
classic children's books are one 
and the same. There’s a sim ulta­
neously comforting and unset­
tling justice present in Dahl's 
stories. In both series, villains 
get their comeuppance and 
humor is plentiful.
In the children's stories, the
villains are larger than life. Be 
they muscle-bound, abusive 
headmistresses; a race of magi­
cal child-killers; spoiled brats; 
cannibalistic giants, or shape- 
shifting m onsters from outer 
space; they all waltz into the 
story, create delicious mayhem, 
and receive poetic justice a t the 
end.
In Dahl's tales for adults, the 
bad guys are ordinary people 
with common but debilitating 
flaws. Compulsive gamblers, 
frauds, shysters, bullies, serial 
killers, self-righteous vegetari­
ans, and a legion of common for­
nicators fill up the list of people 
who are ripe for punishment.
There are a few sub-par 
entries in th is anthology. 
"Georgy Porgy," a diatribe 
against sexually carnivorous 
women; "Madame Rosette," the 
story of a brothel owner's down­
fall, and "Edward the 
Conqueror," a tale about a his­
torical figure possibly reincar­
nated as a cat, all lack Dahl's 
tradem ark of the exquisite sur­
prise ending twist.
More often than not, though, 
Dahl produces a nearly flawless 
gem. One never really outgrows 
Dahl. People of all ages can 
appreciate the morals, plots, and 
humor of these stories. In fact, a 
lot of college students could 
probably stand to learn the 
lessons expressed in these tales.
Probably the most famous is 
"Lamb to the Slaughter," the 
classic tale of a perfect murder
and an ingenious disposal of the 
weapon. The heart of the story is 
a message of the pain th a t infi­
delity can generate.
The Edgar-winning "Skin" is 
the perfect story for parents to 
read to their children in order to
dissuade them from getting a 
tattoo. "The Bookseller" lam ­
poons the pornography industry 
without the tin iest trace of 
preachiness. People in relation­
ships with domineering individ­
uals would do well to read "The 
Way up to Heaven" to their sig­
nificant others.
"The Visitor" is a highly sus­
penseful way to warn about the 
dangers of playing the field. 
"Genesis and Catastrophe: A
True Story" is a disturbing 
reminder th a t every life holds 
the potential for great good-or 
evil.
I can't even begin to explain 
the plots of these stories, for I’ll 
either spoil the endings or cre­
ate a false impression about the 
message th a t Dahl is trying to 
convey, and that would do the 
great writer an injustice. Suffice 
it to say, these are all morality 
tales, but Dahl is one of the few 
writers of the genre who knows 
how to craft a compelling story 
th a t is not didactic.
Dahl is writing to entertain, 
but he also has the goal of teach­
ing his audience righ t from 
wrong. Indeed, these stories tell 
us a lot about ourselves while 
still remaining pure, unadulter­
ated fun.
Dahl's characters are not 
being punished for their flaws. 
The author is far too sympathet­
ic to the hum an condition for 
that. Dahl finds it unfair to con­
demn his characters for not 
being paragons of virtue. No one 
is perfect. It's  natu ra l and 
healthy to look a t oneself, identi­
fy one's shortcomings, and 
attem pt to do better.
What he cannot forgive is 
when sinners convince them ­
selves th a t they have done no 
harm. Dahl loves to punish char­
acters that lie, cheat, and steal, 
and somehow manage to con­
vince them selves and others 
th a t  they 're doing nothing 
wrong.
I'm moralizing here, but I 
don't care. I'm trying to explain 
Dahl's stories here, and I have to 
convey that Dahl has succeeded 
in the tricky task  of making 
morality tales fun and suspense­
ful. These are more than light 
entertainm ent. They're skillfully 
crafted sermons, and thrillers as 
well.
We may suppress our own 
feelings of guilt, but th a t does 
not obliterate the damage th a t 
our harmful actions cause. What 
is the price of a life spent in self- 
deception? For Dahl, the conse­
quences range from private 
humiliation to grievous physical 
loss to a  sticky and ironic death.
Personal satisfaction is noth­
ing if it  inflicts harm on others. 
If we know th a t something is 
destructive to ourselves and oth­
ers, th a t thing is not worth the 
cheap pleasures th a t it brings. 
Dahl knew that, even if his own 
life didn't always reflect that.
Fortunately, his stories 
almost always do. We can kick 
back, relax, and enjoy watching 
hum ans suffer for their crimes, 
content in the knowledge th a t 
this is ju st highly entertaining 
fiction.
It's a lot of fun to read about 
a world where one can be 
assured of absolute, poetic ju s ­
tice. But we wouldn't want to 
live in such a world. How long 
would any of us survive in a uni­
verse where Roald Dahl were 
the omnipotent judge, jury and 
executioner?
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LUimidate brings reality television to Lawrence campus
by Jen Burns
For The Ltwrantun
Admit it. Late at night, when 
there's nothing on television, you 
flip through the channels and land 
on one of those "cheesy" dating 
shows where people do ridiculous 
things in order to compete for the 
attentions and affections of one 
lucky participant.
Maybe you're a religious 
watcher, or maybe you just watch 
when there is nothing better on, 
but almost every single one of us 
has experienced some version of 
television romance. What better 
activity to occur here at LU than a 
special version of one of those very 
same programs?
Based on the WB show 
Elimidate, LUimidate (pronounced 
L-U-ima-date) was thought up by 
SOUP as a fun way to get people
together to have some fun and pos­
sibly even find a little romance as 
an added bonus. Signs were posted 
in late April advertising the call for 
nominations of people to partici­
pate. Based on the nominations, a 
group of around 50 single students 
sent applications as the second 
round of elimination to get contes­
tants. From those returned appli­
cations, eight people were chosen- 
four guys and four girls-as the 
lucky competitors for one girl and 
one guy.
In normal Elimidate fashion, 
one girl went on a date with four
guys and one guy went on a date 
with four girls. The course of the 
date takes places in three places. 
After each place, the central figure 
eliminates one of their perspective 
suitors based on feelings or any 
questions they may have asked.
Finally, the girl/guy must 
choose between the remaining two. 
All of this is taped and cut togeth­
er to make the fun-filled episodes. 
Both dates took place this past 
week.
♦
Denise Nelson was the lucky 
girl who was charmed by the likes 
of Phred Beattie, Ethan DeBrey,
Justin Eckl, and Chris Perry. Their 
date took place at the 
Underground coffeehouse, on 
Kohler roof, and at Wriston.
Rachel Baum, Cami Bowers, 
Caitlin Monnens, and Tiffany 
Pannier competed for the attention 
of Danny Weingrow in at a picnic 
in City Park, in front of a fire in 
Riverview Lounge, and in the cov­
eted "Nipple of Knowledge" atop 
Main Hall.
Anne Hyde, one of the coordi­
nators of the event, said, "Denise 
and Danny were great. They really 
had some creative ways to enter­
IN THE LU VERSION OF ELIMIDATE, each contestant had four “dates” in some of the romantic settings around campus.
e lim f f lA  1 1
tain their dates."
Bryanna Henderson, ad hoc 
organizer of the event, said, "It's 
been really fun, but a lot of hard 
work in a short amount of time. 
The contestants were great! I can't 
wait to see how the final product 
turns out."
Want to find out who beat out 
everyone else in the eyes of Denise 
and Danny? Both dates will be 
shown at Wriston Auditorium on 
Thursday, June 5 at 7:30 p.m. and 
9:00 pm, both episodes being 30 
minutes and the entire show tak­
ing a little over an hour. There will 
be prizes and good times for all.
Why else should you come see 
it? Says Anne Hyde, "It was all so 
hilarious. There was relatively lit­
tle nudity, but we had costumes 
and wet clothes, food fights and cat 
fights (from both guys and girls), 
and of course some profanity. OK, a 
lot."
Students prepare a variety of jazz performances for the rest of the term
by Peter Gillette
Staff Writer
The Lawrence University 
Jazz Band will perform next 
Friday night in the chapel, and 
student jazz small groups will be 
performing Wednesday night in 
Harper Hall a t 8:00 p.m.
The performances, along with 
a Lawrence University Jazz 
Ensemble and Jazz Singers con­
cert Friday, June 6  (the last day 
of classes) and an
Im provisational Group of 
Lawrence University (IGLU) 
concert June 1 close out the Jazz 
and Improvisational Music cal­
endar for director Fred Sturm's 
first year back.
Wednesday night's concert 
will put the spotlight on the stu­
dents, and small group composi­
tions range from more tradition­
al repertoire to student composi­
tions to a rendition of Prince's 
"Thieves in the Temple."
One group, the Louis 
Armstrong Combo, composed a
piece as a group. "The students 
composed the piece entirely by 
themselves. We ju s t acted as 
facilitators," said Sturm.
Friday's night jazz band con­
cert, conducted by Jose 
Encamaci6 n, gets away from the 
more common swing tunes of big 
band repertoire. The works range 
from Latin jazz to funk, and 
include works from a pair of pro­
gressive large jazz band writers, 
Jim  McNeely and past Jones 
Award-winner Maria Schneider.
"It has been great because
you have to change your way of 
thinking with each piece," 
Encamacidn said.
McNeely and Schneider’s 
works will also be performed at 
the June 6  LUJE concert. Half of 
the concert will be LUJE, and 
two student compositions are its 
centerpiece: one by Mike Lee and 
one by Josh Hintze. The band's 
three graduating seniors, Lee, 
Nick Siegel, and Casey Schmidt, 
are all playing featured pieces.
The Downbeat award-win­
ning Lawrence University Jazz
Singers will be performing the 
first half of the concert.
IGLU, under the direction of 
improvising cellist extraordi­
naire M att Turner, will present 
its final concert June 1.
IGLU presents a blend of 
sounds and music th a t cannot 
easily be categorized as jazz or 
classical. Rather, students famil­
iarize themselves with instru­
mental genres and create sponta­
neous works from combinations 
of instrum ents within the ensem­
bles.
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World expert on Easter Island speaks at Lawrence
by Devin Burke
Layout Editor
This past Monday evening, 
the world’s leading expert on 
E aster Island addressed a 
W riston auditorium  audience. 
The lecture was made possible 
thanks to Appleton’s society for 
the Archaeological Institute of 
America.
Ms. Van Tilberg’s talk focused 
on both the current and past res­
idents of the island. She also took 
a deeper look a t a few individuals 
whose lives have been woven into 
the fabric of the island’s history.
E aster Island, a treeless 
island measuing 160 square kilo­
meters, is located in the South 
Pacific midway between Chile 
and Tahiti. The island was dis­
covered by the West in 1722, but 
the explorer Thor Heyerdahl was 
responsible for the perception of 
the Easter Islanders as South 
Americans. This perception per­
sisted until the first half of the 
20th century. Now, the natives of 
Easter Island present their cul­
ture as Eastern Polynesian.
The island, which was settled 
sometime between 300 and 1000 
A.D., contains 20,000 archaeolog­
ical sites, making it a treasure 
trove of history in a concentrated 
area. The island has received 
much recognition for the ancient 
stone statutes of ancestors that
measure on average fourteen feet 
tall and weigh eight to ten tons. 
The statues were generally part 
of an ancestor worship belief sys­
tem.
Van Tilberg noted that the 
amazing size of these statues 
indicate certain characteristics of 
the people who made them. It 
shows th a t the Easter Islanders 
were either a rational and opti­
mistic society that believed they 
could reach for greater heights in 
making larger and larger s tat­
ues, or th a t they had lost control 
over their building through com­
petition and lawlessness. 
However, due to consistency of 
aspects in the statue-m aking 
process over about 500 years, it 
implies a t least a certain social 
order for that period.
In a project called the Easter 
Island Statue Project (for more 
information visit www.easteris- 
landstatueproject.org), Van 
Tilberg directed a successful 
attem pt to learn how the natives 
moved statues of such enormous 
size. There are 887 statues on the 
island, and 95 percent of them 
come from a single rock quarry, 
so they all had to be moved in 
some way. The project, which was 
filmed and aired by NOVA, 
demonstrated that s typical s tat­
ue would take 40 people and an 
A-frame about a week to move a 
atatue ten miles, or the length of 
the island.
photo from southamericanflesta.com
THE ANCESTORS OF THE PEOPLE OF EASTER ISLAND, according to local 
belief, can return as spirits in these statues. The familiar statues have captured 
the imagination of the world, and are part of a growing tourism industry on 
Easter Island. Archaeologist Jo Anne Tilberg, who spoke at Lawrence this past 
Monday, has done much work with these stautes and the history behind them.
Easter Island has also been 
known as a place of disaster. The 
small land mass, which hosts a 
fragile environm ent th a t put 
untold strain on the residents of 
Easter Island, became a site of 
warfare and cannibalism. The 
treelessness of the Easter Island 
is due to the natives’ total defor­
estation of the island. When 
Katherine Routledge came to the 
island, much of the culture and 
oral tradition was on the brink of 
extinction.
Routledge, a British woman
who was the first woman to grad­
uate from Oxford, is the subject 
of Van Tilberg’s new book, Among 
Stone Giants: The Life o f kather- 
ine Routledge and Her 
Remarkable Expedition to Easter 
Island. She and her husband had 
enough wealth to make an expe­
dition to E aster Island from 
Southampton in 1913. When 
they arrived there, to spend the 
next 17 months, they found about 
250 people living on the island.
During their stay, Katherine 
Routledge fell in love with the
island and the people. It gave her 
a project to work on, and while 
she was there, through her notes 
and excavations, she became an 
important part of Easter Island’s 
history. Van Tilberg quoted some­
one as saying that she “brought 
history back to the island.”
Much of the value in her work 
stemmed out of her notes taken 
in partnership with Juan 
Tepano, a native whose remark­
able foresight and worldliness 
allowed him to see that his cul­
ture was in need of preservation. 
Through their work with the 
elders of the island in particular, 
they were able to preserve many 
of the traditions and stories 
which the Easter Islanders pre­
sent to the world today.
It is Ms. Van Tilberg’s hope 
that her own book and work has 
helped to prove the validity of 
Routledge’s work. Some discredit 
has been given to Routledge’s 
work based on Routledge’s afflic­
tion with schizophrenia, but Van 
Tilberg has done much to prove 
that the Routledge did not allow 
the mental illness to affect her 
work.
The lecture was part of the 
always fascination lectures pre­
sented a t Lawrence by the 
Archaeological Institu te of 
Amercia. It was the final lecture 
of this year, but be sure to look 
for further lectures to come.
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Lawrence senior Amanda Halpin 
receives Fulbright Fellowship
by Devin Burke
Layout Editor
This week, senior Amanda Halpin 
learned that she had been awarded a 
Fulbright Fellowship to study in Morocco 
for a year beginning this summer. The 
news came as quite a surprise to her, 
given the nature of her application 
process.
Halpin applied during first term and 
found out during second term that she 
had been named an alternate by the 
Fulbright program. After resigning to 
almost getting to go to Morocco, Halpin 
began searching through the other 
options.
Then, this week, Halpin received a 
mystifying e-mail from her Fulbright con­
tact. The message ended with a hint that 
a letter had already been sent to her, and 
that she would most likely be happy 
about the contents of the letter. On 
Tuesday, she found out that she had 
received a Fulbright.
The news for Halpin brings both good 
news and more to think about. She will 
now attend an orientation conference in 
Washington D.C. during tenth week. Also, 
just days before Halpin received her letter 
of acceptance, Morocco made internation­
al headlines with a series of terrorist 
attacks.
When asked about current safety and 
security concerns, Halpin says, "Actually,
I think that now more than ever, people 
need to strive to better understand each 
other through understanding histories 
and cultures. The Fulbright was founded 
on the idea that greater exchange might 
lead people to seek peaceful solutions to 
complex global problems, and I think it's 
high time to seek to realize that ideal.”
She added that, “there is some 
amount of danger anywhere, and much of 
that is defined by an individual’s choices. 
Even with the threat of terrorism abroad, 
tragic and frightening as it may be, the 
rate of violent crime in most places in the 
world does not begin to compare with the 
rate of violent crime in some American 
cities. I'll do my best to make smart and 
safe choices, and (as many in Morocco 
would say), in sha'Allah TGod willing], I'll 
be fine.”
The title of Halpin’s project applica­
tion is “Morocco: Culture and Civil 
Society.” She intends to intensively spend 
time learning Arabic while using her flu­
ency in French to help bridge the lan­
guage barrier. She will also incorporate 
her background as a religious studies 
major and as an active member of inter­
national justice organizations like 
Amnesty International to into her studies 
in Muslim and Moroccan society.
In terms of what things are like 
for her a t the moment, despite all the 
work ahead of her, Halpin said, "I feel 
both honored and thrilled ahout receiving 
the Fulbright.”
Join  Law rence’s oldest student 
publication 
W ork  fo r  The Lawrentian 
Call X 6768 fo r  details
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What do we 
make of it?
place.
Our community is currently 
facing a number of challenges: 
we are implementing new GERs 
and housing policies, searching 
for a new president, questioning 
the calendar, and so on. These 
are complex issues and there are 
understandable differences of 
opinion on how to solve them. 
Accordingly, this seems like a 
good time to pause a moment 
and consider our methods. While 
doing so we might note there is a 
sense in which the specific reso­
lution of these m atters is less 
im portant th an  the way we 
approach them. To understand 
why, consider the question, “How 
shall we proceed?”
One possibility is to 
approach discussion as though
those with opin- _____
ions different 
from our own are 
somehow m isin­
formed or willful­
ly resistan t to 
more reasonable 
a l t e r n a t i v e s .
Certainly th is 
factor may be at 
work on occasion but starting  
and continuing a discussion on 
this basis seems fundamentally 
unhealthy for our community: it 
is hard to imagine such discus­
sions will yield the sort of 
results we all desire.
In contrast, suppose we sim­
ply lay aside our suspicions and 
take the bold step of assuming 
everyone else also has positive 
intentions and wants what is 
best for the whole community? 
Even further, we m ight 
approach discussions by serious­
ly entertaining the possibility 
we are personally misinformed 
and/or mistaken. Certainly one 
key to this is not to focus on 
what others can or even should 
do, but rather to take upon our­
selves a burden to set the tone of 
discourse. In contrast to the 
above, this approach might facil­
ULawrence means a set of 
unfolding experiences as 
much as any particular
ita te  long-term communal 
health  even through strong, 
ongoing disagreem ent and 
debate.
Debate of this sort enhances 
communal well-being by con­
stantly reaffirming a commit­
ment to hear all views, however 
repetitious, tiresome, or other­
wise unwelcome. In such cases 
we affirm our commitment not 
by simply enduring the tiresome 
in the interests of being polite, 
but ra ther by truly listening to 
w hat the o ther is saying. 
Furthermore, since such discus­
sions proceed on a presumption 
of good will, they might also 
include a willingness to sacrifice 
personal gain for communal ben­
efit.
 _____  There is no
doubt our com­
munity is dedi­
cated to these 
forms of discus­
sion and th a t is 
precisely why it 
is not ju s t bene­
ficial, bu t per­
haps even 
essential we occasionally recon­
sider them. In addition to pro­
viding an opportunity to reaf­
firm our commitments to the 
community, as well as acknowl­
edge those of our friends and col­
leagues, such considerations 
m ight also rem ind us 
“Lawrence” m eans a set of 
unfolding experiences as much 
as any particular place. We are 
all currently constructing those 
experiences and so bear a 
responsibility for building some­
thing positive. Of course, we 
must continually dare to do so as 
in the end, these moments are 
Lawrence. Perhaps, afte r all, 
this is the biggest challenge we 
face.
Dirck Vorenkamp,
Asst. Professor of 
Religious Studies
-Dirck Vorenkamp
Phi Kappa Tau bids 
farewell to its house
by Peter Iversen
Letter to  th e  Editor
Earlier this term, the broth­
ers of Phi Kappa Tau’s Mu chap­
ter learned th a t the house th a t 
we have occupied for over sixty 
years would no longer be ours. 
The overriding feeling among us 
is th a t this decision is final and 
is therefore out of our control.
We are extremely grateful to 
the university for the future use 
of 741 E ast John. We are work­
ing closely with members of the 
administration, and we will con­
tinue to benefit from these con­
structive meetings. It should be 
made as clear as possible th a t 
Phi Tau is intent on meeting this 
change with dignity and respect.
The gentlemen of Phi Tau 
are and always have been men 
of character. This is, we hope, 
reflected in the way th a t we pre­
sent ourselves on this campus. 
Our parties are safe, en terta in ­
ing and unique. Our philan­
thropy gives back to both the 
campus and the community. We 
justly  represent fraternity in ter­
ests a t Lawrence U niversity 
Community Council Meetings, 
and we impartially help admin­
iste r the In ter-F ratern ity  
Council. Phi Tau, we feel, is an 
integral group on this campus.
This will not change; a 
change in address is ju s t th a t 
and nothing more. Phi Tau will 
still be the same fraternity it 
has been. We want to be explicit: 
Phi Tau will not disappear. The 
gentlemen of Phi Tau will con­
tinue to preserve the values th a t 
were established. To prove our 
point we invite you to our house 
a t 1 0  tomorrow night for the 
75th anniversary of Le Brawl. 
When the oldest national theme 
party begins for the last time at 
206 Lawe we would like you to 
be there.
Is teaching virtues a vice?
A colleague recently emailed 
me a Stanley Fish article from the 
Chronicle of Higher Education 
("Aim Low," May 16,2003). Fish, a 
prominent postmodernist, now 
Dean at the University of Illinois 
at Chicago, argues that the cur­
rently fashionable goal of teach­
ing students democratic values 
(e.g., civic commitment, plural­
ism, etc.) inevitably conflicts with 
’"intellectual integrity, concern for 
truth, and academic freedom.'" 
The problem, Fish writes, is that 
teaching virtues devolves into "a 
mish mash of self-help platitudes, 
vulgar multiculturalism...and a 
soft-core version of 60s radicalism 
complete with the injunction 
(although not in song) to 'love one 
another right now.'"
Of course, professors' values 
undoubtedly influence what and 
how they teach. But Fish points 
out the need to draw a line 
between teaching virtues versus 
examining value-relevant topics 
with the (however imperfectly 
realized) aim of getting a t the 
truth (which even Stanley Fish 
now seems to think is out there).
Although Fish's main concern 
is the academy's intellectual 
integrity, teaching (other than
academic) virtues can have anoth­
er debilitating effect - the 
infringement of students' acade­
mic freedom. When students fear 
to make arguments that disagree 
with their professors' political 
convictions, academic freedom 
has been lost. In such cases, stu­
dents are taught to silence them­
selves or to express views that
WThe virtues students take from 
Lawrence must develop with­
out heavy-handed lessons'
delivered by professors.,,
-Peter Glick
will gain the professor's approba­
tion, rather than to form reasoned 
arguments. W hether professors 
are up front or mysterious about 
their politics, they have a respon­
sibility to judge students on the 
quality of their reasoning, rather 
than the political implications of 
students' views.
The virtues students take 
from Lawrence must develop 
without heavy-handed "lessons" 
delivered by professors. We would
be rightly outraged if my wife, 
Professor Carr, aimed to inculcate 
Christian virtues or, conversely, to 
prove the falsity of Christian 
belief in her classes. Participating 
in the academic analysis of reli­
gion may lead some students to 
doubt and others to redouble their 
faith, but to promote either out­
come would violate Lawrence's 
academic mission.
Similarly, a student in my 
class on prejudice must be free to 
argue against affirmative action 
or a student in Economics to 
oppose NAFTA secure in the 
knowledge th a t they will be 
judged on the quality of their 
arguments, not whether they 
agree with their professor's politi­
cal values. For professors, teach­
ing students to think for them­
selves entails being proud, even if 
a bit disconcerted, when it results 
in a more sophisticated opponent 
of one's own convictions. Whether 
it comes from the political left or 
right, students ought not to be 
hammered over the head with 
anyone's book of virtues.
Peter Glick
Professor of Psychology
Why I teach evolution
I have taught human evolu­
tion to undergraduates for almost 
15 years, and I've been an active 
Christian more than  twice as 
long. Some find that puzzling- 
how can I believe in the Bible and 
in evolution at the same time? I 
have two answers. The simple 
answer is th a t my faith and 
denomination don't require (and 
in fact oppose) a literal interpre­
tation of the Bible. If one doesn't 
take the Bible's words literally, 
much of the apparent conflict 
between creationist and evolu­
tionist views fall away.
The more complicated answer 
is that Christianity, as I have 
learned and experienced it, is not 
a religion with simple answers to 
anything. Jesus didn't provide 
pat answers to life's questions, he
confuse and challenge us. Why? 
To make us think. Any teacher 
can tell you that one learns best 
by doing, and, in my mind, Jesus 
was a great teacher not for the
U|f one doesn't take the 
Bible's words literally, much of 
the apparent conflict between 
creationist and evolutionist
views fall away.*9
-Peter Peregrine
lessons he gave but for the para­
bles that have kept us thinking, 
kept us "doing" Christiantiy, for 
two thousand years. 
Creationism, it seems to me, is 
anathem a to this view of the
For me the Bible doesn't offer 
clear and obvious answers to life's 
questions, but rather riddles and 
challenges that, by making us 
examine and contemplate them, 
lead us to a deeper understanding 
of the world. Science, and evolu­
tion in particular, does the same 
thing. Each new piece of informa­
tion gained by science leads to 
new questions and challenges 
that, ultimately, lead to new 
understandings. It is not the 
received answer delivered after 
all the hard work is done but the 
challenge and struggle to arrive 
at the answer that leads to true 
knowledge, and that is why I 
teach evolution.
Peter Peregrine
Professor of Anthropology
offered parables-riddles meant to Bible's teachings.
Delt frustrated by PGH choice
by Robert Campagna
L etter to  th e  Editor
I write this article not because 
I think it will change anything, 
but because I intend to inform the 
Lawrence community about a 
serious situation, and to voice my 
disgust for the current adminis­
tration. The Delta Tau Delta 
house recently was refused its for­
mal group housing 'privilege' for 
next year. This was the conclu­
sion of nine specially handpicked 
students by the dictator-like pres­
ident Dick Warch. Furthermore, 
Warch spinelessly kept the names 
of the committee as well as the 
minutes of the meeting confiden­
tial (The files probably never to be 
declassified until the day the gov­
ernment tells us who really killed 
Jimmy Hoffa).
This was a new policy formed 
by Warch who felt the LUCC 
could not handle forming a com­
petent committee in the time 
frame they had. This single 
action shows that LUCC is mere­
ly a puppet to make students feel
they have influence at Lawrence, 
while Warch and his staff of mali­
cious drones (Dean Truesdell, 
Amy Uecke and the formal group 
housing committee) will override 
whatever power the Lawrence 
students have whenever there is 
a decision that needs to go in their 
favor.
My 'group' was denied hous­
ing primarily because the FGH 
committee deemed that the house 
did not do a proper job of making 
students feel welcomed. The com­
m ittee conveniently overlooked 
that it is quite difficult to have 
campus wide relations when we 
have been placed on-probation for 
over a year (the members respon­
sible for the probation have been 
graduated for almost a year). 
They also failed to recognize our 
numerous accolades in philan­
thropy, community service, athlet­
ics, other campus activities and 
most notably, the classroom.
W hat Warch, Truesdale, 
Uecke and their fellow cohorts are 
attempting to do is mold this cam­
pus. However, the fact that their
biblical-like vision for Lawrence 
may not be something the student 
body is happy with doesn't seem 
to stop the guerilla-like force of 
"The Trio of Square-ness" (Warch, 
Trusedale, and Uecke). When 
Warch picked this 'mock commit­
tee’ of nine, he said he picked 
them for their ability to represent 
Lawrence fairly. I however do not 
believe this, and feel sorry for the 
nine students who have been 
used as pathetic tools of an unjust 
administration.
I know th a t many people 
could care less if we have a house. 
However, if you choose to ignore 
this it may come to screw you over 
in the long run. Picture this: 
W hat if this adm inistration 
unfairly took away something 
very dear to you? Well, if you 
haven't thought about it you 
should because Warch and his 
wrecking crew may be out to get 
you next! Lastly, I want to add 
that this editorial is expressing 
my opinion as an individual AND 
DOES NOT REPRESENT MY 
HOUSE AS A WHOLE.
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Report vandalism for a  
safer campus
With the number of parking spots for students so limited here 
on campus, and the demand so high for faculty and student park­
ing, Lawrence started a system to allow parking in the Younker's 
ramp. We believe this is a move that most Lawrence students 
appreciated.
However, there have been am number of vandalisms amd break- 
ins to the cars parked in the ramp that raise security issues.
According to Vince Maas, the head of Caunpus Services, the city 
police patrol the ramps. But this is not enough.
When questioned about vamdadism and other incidents, Maias 
said th a t there had been no recent reports filed with the office.
If indeed there aire incidents occurring, simple communication 
could be the first step to a solution.
Students should report amy incident to the authorities on caun­
pus as well aw the Appleton police department. Both the universi­
ty amd the city should ensure that amy incidents aire taiken seri­
ously. Lawrence should then advocate for their safety.
Nothing cam chamge until students ailert the university to the 
problems. Students cam only be adequately protected if the officiads 
have the correct amd pertinent information. Protect yourself: 
inform the authorities amd school.
Insurance: Are 
you prepared?
by Robin Humbert Well> things don't always go as
planned, tru st me - they don’t.
I really am concerned about 
what to do, because even if I get a 
plan, there's the deductible that I 
will have to pay first. There are 
many other tasks on my mind 
other than  getting insurance, 
and I do not like having it cloud­
ing my view. I am writing this to 
warn other students about this 
dilemma, which may have been 
overlooked, because I don't like 
being worried by myself. In short, 
all you other seniors should be 
concerned too.
I would suggest getting a full 
physical by your doctor, dental 
cleaning, or anything else that 
may be bothering you before 
graduating. Some insurance 
policies will only pay for needed 
visits, so you may want to check 
that out before scheduling an 
appointment. Consider it as 
insurance for you, ju st to make 
sure you are all right until you 
can figure out your own solution 
to the real insurance problem.
Instead of writing something 
useless like how the mayonnaise 
ja r in the cafeteria should pump 
easier then it does, or, as I usual­
ly do, some sort of social critique, 
I am writing to inform students 
as to how to protect themselves 
when they graduate.
Of the many responsibilities 
students have to take on once 
graduating, the one that I am 
speaking of is insurance.
I, as many students I know, 
am insured by my parents plan 
through their work. However, 
upon graduation (completion of a 
degree, or my twenty-third birth­
day) I will be dropped. What's 
the big deal? I should get a job 
that will offer me benefits, right? 
Well, I don't have one yet. I also 
suppose I could pay monthly for 
my own insurance; but, without a 
job, th a t makes paying insurance 
companies difficult. I could just 
go without insurance; I mean I 
just won't get sick or hurt, right?
Yes, the war is over
by Ben Dictus
L etter to  th e  Editor
The war in Iraq is over. You 
can't argue that. Iraq no longer 
has a standing army, which is 
essential if you want to fight a 
war. No army, no war. The dan­
ger, however, is not over for the 
troops still stationed there. 
Actually, I believe the danger is 
greater for those men and women 
that are still overseas. Before, 
they could see who their enemy 
was (even though they hid like 
cowards am idst civilians), but 
now they do not know who is the 
bad guy. They have to patrol 
streets that have thousands of 
hiding places for snipers. They 
have to police angry crowds that 
want to loot banks to make a 
quick buck. They sleep in places 
that are easy targets for those 
that wish to do them harm within 
the city. "Why are our troops still 
there then doing all of this?" one
may ask. This answer is this: to 
try and keep the peace. If we just 
let the Iraqis people do whatever 
they wanted another dictator 
could rise to power and more 
blood would be shed. People 
would kill and steal from each 
other. We are preventing them 
from doing things right now. We 
have to help the Iraqis stabilize 
their country and get everything 
into order. Our presence ensures 
that things don't get too out of 
control while they are doing this.
I still support our troops that 
are in Iraq. More now than ever, 
because they are in the greatest 
danger they have been in yet.
Peacekeeping is going to last a 
lot longer than the war did and 
my prayers go out to the men and 
women that are still overseas. 
The war was a victory and we 
have every right to celebrate it, 
but a t the same time we have to 
realize that people are still over 
their fighting and dying.
PHOTO POLL: 
“What are mki doing with 
life after Lawrence?”
“A ttem p tin g  to  get a job in my 
field and w anting a family dow n 
th e  road...way dow n th e  road.” 
Jo  Yeager
"I have to  get out of the country! I’m 
going to  Spain.'
Danata Janofsky
“M oving in w ith  W arch."
“I should like to  becom e an  prom i­
n e n t statesm an, marry an Italian 
o p eretta  Star nam ed Isabella, retire 
to  th e  south  of France, and invite 
friends to  casino outings in M onaco. 
I’ve lived in  a bubble this long, I 
m ight as well prolong th e  fantasy. 
A in ’t life grand?”
Earl K avanaugh
“Living, albeit n o t as 
prolix a life as Earl’s.” 
Margaret Le&lanc
"Finding a new  bubble.’ 
W illiam s
photo poll by Ceilidh Mar
Delt alum speaks out
by Barry Garley, ID
Latter to the Editor
The denial of the "privilege" of 
FGH to Delta Tau Delta has made 
my decision regarding future con­
tributions to
Lawrence much 
easier. The main 
reason I con­
tributed anything 
in the past was in 
recognition of the 
lifelong friendships, 
memories and
opportunities th a t 
resulted from my involvement in 
the Delta Tau Delta fraternity at 
Lawrence. The hostility and dis­
dain shown for Delta Tau Delta in 
recent actions taken against it 
indicates a fundamental change 
in the climate at the university - a 
change for the 
worse, in my view - 
and I have no 
desire to be a part 
of the "modern" 
L a w r e n c e  
University. I sin­
cerely doubt th a t I 
would have the 
friends (indeed, brothers) I 
now have if this current climate 
had existed in the past.
There will be much missed by 
the current and future students of 
Lawrence. A pity.
T h e
Lawrentian
E d ito r - in - C h ie f :
J e s s ie  A u g u s ty n
M a n a g in g  E d it o r :
R a y  F e l le r
N e w s  E d i t o r s :
A n d y  D o la n  
J o n a t h a n  I s a a c s o n
E d i t o r i a l s  E d i t o r :
L in d s a y  M o o re  
C e ilid h  M a r
A  &  E  E d i t o r :
N ic k  S ie g e l
F e a t u r e s  E d ito r :
R a c h e l H o e r m a n
S p o r t s  E d it o r :
A n d y  Y ork
P h o t o  E d i t o r :  
J u l i e n  P o n c e t
L a y o u t  E d it o r :
D e v in  B u r k e
C o p y  C h ie f:
A m y  S ie b e ls
B u s i n e s s  M a n a g e r :
T im  S c h m id t
C i r c u l a t i o n  M a n a g e r :
S u s a n  P la tz
W e b m a s te r :
C a s e y  B u s h m a k e r
J o u r n a l i s m  A d v is o r s :
S t a f f  o f  t h e  A p p le to n  
P o s t- C r e s c e n t
C a m p u s  A d v is o r :
P a u l  S h ro d e
E D I T O R I A L  P O L I C Y :
E d ito r ia l  policy  is  d e te r ­
m in e d  by th e  editor. A ny o p in ­
ions w hich  a p p e a r  u n sig n e d  a re  
th o s e  o f th e  m a jo r ity  o f  th e  
L a w re n tia n  e d ito ria l b o ard .
L e tte rs  to  th e  e d ito r  a re  w el­
com e a n d  e n co u ra g ed . T h e  e d ito r  
re serv e s th e  r ig h t  to  e d it  for s ty le  
a n d  space. L e tte rs  m u s t  b e  s u b ­
m itte d  by 5  p .m . o n  T u e s d a y s  
p rio r  to  p u b lic a tio n , e-m ailed to : 
“ l a w r e n t i a n @ l a w r e n c e . e d u .” 
S u b m issio n s by  e -m ail sh o u ld  be 
te x t  a tta c h m e n ts .
—A ll s u b m is s io n s  to  t h e  e d ito ­
r ia l s  p a g e  m u s t  be t u r n e d  in  
to  th e  L a w r e n tia n  no  l a t e r  
t h a n  5  p .m . o n  t h e  T u e s d a y  
b e fo re  p u b lic a tio n .
— T h e  L a w re n tia n  r e s e r v e s  th e  
r i g h t  to  p r i n t  a n y  s u b m is s io n s  
re c e iv e d  a f te r  t h e  a b o v e  d e a d ­
lin e  a n d  to  e d it  e a c h  s u b m is ­
sio n  fo r c la r ity , d ecen cy , a n d  
g ra m m a r.
—Letters to the editor 
should not be more than 
350 words, a n d  will be e d ite d  
fo r c la rity , decen cy , a n d  g r a m ­
m ar.
— G u e s t  e d ito r ia ls  m a y  b e  
a r r a n g e d  b y  c o n ta c tin g  t h e  
e d ito r  in  c h ie f  o r  t h e  e d ito r ia ls  
e d ito r  i n  a d v a n c e  o f  t h e  p u b ­
lis h in g  d a te .
A D V E R T I S I N G :
—A dvertising  inqu iries can be
sen t d irectly  to The L aw rentian
e ith e r by phone or by e-m ail.
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Erroneous generalizations: 
The dividing wall between us
by Kim Dunlap
GuMt Editorial
To the leftists on campus: 
You are all a bunch of over-priv­
ileged drones who take up a 
cause ju s t because it happens to 
be en vogue on such a liberal 
campus as Lawrence.
Oops. I ju st made a general­
ization about your entire group 
based on a limited perspective 
garnered solely from reading an 
article in the One Minute Left. 
It's not very fair to make gener­
alizations like this one, is it? Of 
course not—and, of course, I was 
being sarcastic. I know th a t 
there are several leftists on cam­
pus who have taken up causes 
legitim ately and purposefully. 
My overgeneralization most 
likely represents a very small 
portion—if any—of you.
If only the writers of the 
OML would also recognize that 
making broad, negative general­
ities based on a small "sam­
pling" of a particular group is 
detrim ental and completely 
erroneous. Take Jesse Heath's 
article, for example, about the 
ignorance of pro-war folks. He 
writes, "In general, the sudden 
moralizing over human rights [ .
. . ] sounds strange, especially 
when coming from people who 
normally put little or no effort 
into educating themselves about 
human rights and supporting 
their defense." Food for thought: 
Mr. Heath, when we assume we 
make an ass out of you and me. 
Who is really to say th a t a 
staunch pro-war supporter is 
not in support of human rights? 
In fact, that individual may be 
in support of the war ju st for 
th a t reason . . .
A further example: In the 
latest edition of the OML. Adam 
Kader states th a t Bay
Buchanan's recent speech on 
campus "typifies the conserva­
tive attitudes on campus this 
past year, which I would go so 
far as call a backlash’ to the pro­
gressive achievem ents which 
have been made. I am tired of 
the 'diversity of opinions' which 
hinders any productive 
exchange between the left and 
the right." Mr. Kader, have you 
realized th a t the bulk of the past 
two issues of the OML have been 
devoted to the left’s reaction 
against the conservative views 
th a t are slowly but surely eking 
th e ir way across campus? 
Furtherm ore, in your article,
“ Do not challenge me by 
writing another reactionary 
article—challenge me by 
stopping me on campus
and talking to me.
-Kim Dunlap
you stated th a t "Buchanan did 
nothing [to create a dialogue]" 
on campus. Did you not stop to 
consider th a t neither you nor I 
(nor Ms. MacWilliams-Brooks, 
for th a t m atter) would be writ­
ing on th is subject had Ms. 
Buchanan not been invited to 
speak a t Lawrence? And that's 
not even to mention the recent 
proliferation of dialogue th a t 
has indeed been occurring (and I 
have taken part of) between left­
ists and conservatives since the 
speech .
In addition to making false 
generalizations, there are those 
leftists (on this campus a t least) 
who are completely unwilling to 
listen to differing viewpoints. 
This unwillingness to listen can­
not be solely attributed to the
radical left—I believe th a t this 
attribute is true of almost any 
extrem ist group (right or left), 
whose members allow their pas­
sion to get in the way of their 
ability to consider another's 
opinion. (I readily accuse many 
conservatives of their unwilling­
ness to listen ju st as I accuse lib­
erals.) If you attended Bay's lec­
ture, than you should recall th a t 
she concluded by emphasizing 
the need for individuals of dif­
fering political viewpoints to 
come together to discuss their 
positions so th a t they either 
reestablish  their stance even 
more firmly or they m ature in 
their beliefs by considering and 
accepting the other position.
TTie College Republicans, for 
their part, took steps to promote 
an active dialogue on campus. 
Thus far, I feel that their tactic 
has worked. W hat I am now call­
ing for is the confluence of the 
left and the right a t Lawrence to 
partake of active, personal dia­
logues among each other, which 
respect the "diversity of opin­
ions" th a t are prevalent on this 
campus. It is only with this con­
fluence th a t the large gap 
between the left and right and 
their misconceptions and flawed 
generalizations of each other 
can be eradicated. Further, I feel 
th a t we—conservatives and lib­
erals—have a lot to gain 
through engaging and listening 
to each other in discussions 
about the issues we really care 
about. Do not challenge me by 
w riting another reactionary 
article—challenge me by stop­
ping me on campus and talking 
to me. I assure you th a t you will 
find th a t I cannot be easily cate­
gorized by your conception of a 
conservative and that there is a 
lot more to my political beliefs 
than mere criticism of your "lib­
eral achievements.”
Problems with the 
Project for the New
American Century
by Wes Miksa
I  t L .  r r f U n rL itU f to me tonor
The horrendous American 
Civil War and World Wars sig­
naled th a t the days of knights in 
shining arm or were over. 
M achine guns and nuclear 
weapons made war intolerable. 
These sentiments
m otivated U.S. ---------------
officials to support 
the formation of 
the United
Nations over half 
a century ago.
The lessons of 
history apparently 
hadn 't informed 
The Project for the
New American _________
Century when it 
published its Rebuilding 
America's Defenses: Strategy, 
Forces, and Resources For a New 
Century in September of 2000. 
The ambitious D.C. think tank, 
claiming high profile members 
like Paul Wolfowitz (now the 
Deputy Secretary of Defense) 
and Dick Cheney, listed as a core 
mission of U.S. military forces
th a t they "fight and _________
decisively win mul­
tiple, simultaneous 
major theater wars" 
in order to advance 
U.S. global leader­
ship. In addition, 
the PNAC's report
recommended the -------------
U.S. explore produc­
ing new forms of nuclear 
weapons, create a new military 
service- "U.S. Space Forces,” and 
deploy a missile defense system 
around the world.
Granted, the PNAC recom­
mended the U.S. do all this, in
“ The lessons of history 
apparently hadn't informed 
The Project for the New 
American Century when it 
published its Rebuilding
America's Defense^.9*
-W es Miksa
violation of U.S. and U.N. law, in 
the name of a "Pax Americana," 
or global American peace akin to 
the Roman peace 2000 years ago 
(i.e., to "secure" key regions like 
the Middle East). However, 
recent wars to establish order 
and peace have been problemat­
ic. The expensive war in Iraq has 
killed uncounted Iraqis, and has 
brought an a r­
chy and vio­
lence to the 
country and its 
p e o p l e  
(although Iraq's 
oil may recover 
some costs). 
During the past 
two years of 
o c c u p a t i o n ,  
A f g h a n i s t a n  
has remained 
the world's chief opium exporter.
Although the PNAC’s propos­
al to launch wars establishing a 
Pax Americana is untenable, I 
m ust grant th a t the PNAC's 
report was probably correct 
when it anticipated th a t the 
duration of the military transfor­
mation it recommended was 
"likely to be a
---------------------  long one,
absent some 
c a t a s t r o p h i c  
and catalyzing 
event- like a 
new Pearl 
H a r b o r . "  
W ithout a 
m a s s i v e  
attack against the U.S. carried 
out by 15 suspected Saudi terror­
ists, and a major propaganda 
campaign by the Bush 
Adm inistration, Iraq never 
would've become the problem it 
is today.
“ Recent wars to establish 
order and peace have 
been problematic.."
-W es Miksa
Repressive messages lead to potential dangers
by Andrew Scott, ‘01
Letter to  th e  Editor
Kudos to Steve Rogness and 
Amy Seeboth for their construc­
tive response to Jonathan 
Horne's critique of fair trade. 
Whereas Mr. Rogness and Ms. 
Seeboth stick right to the issues, 
Mr. Horne personally attacked 
fair trade activists and demon­
strated a sad feature of our civic 
discourse post 9/11: when pro­
gressives advance their opinions 
in the public sphere they often 
invite not only disagreement but 
also aggressive personal attacks. 
It is a trend as subtle as it is 
alarming: In both fair trade and 
peace activism, reactionary forces 
greet dissent with a power-play of 
delegitimization that ultimately 
stifles our public debate.
Mr. Home, for his part, makes 
the following attacks: He argues 
th a t fair trade activists are insin­
cere in their concern for fanners 
and motivated to hurt American
business. He accuses activists of 
taking the easy way out, (an 
attack on character) and he 
mocks their supposed aversion to 
lowering tariffs. To be sure, his 
conclusion is no more substantive 
than an insult: progressives just 
like to point out problems. We're 
whiners.
Some may counter that it is 
naive to protest this, but the pat­
tern here is significant. Since 
9/11 peace activists have also had 
to overcome a daunting, shadowy 
force of repression cached in the 
language of their opponents. The 
pro-peace arguments would be so 
"anti-American" as to be danger­
ous. Either you're with us or 
you're against us, the logic goes. 
(If this were true, what sorts of 
violent reprisals would be viewed 
as legitimate?)
But ju s t as breathtaking, 
activists are further silenced by 
the demand to respect the "unity" 
engendered by 9/11 and Bush's 
push to war. If "united we stand"
is advanced as a call to war, those 
who oppose war would be guilty 
of destroying unity. Again, the 
parallels are striking: fair trade 
activists are whiners, and peace 
activists are divisive.
What kind of response can
“ As long as this sort of accu­
sation goes unanswered, we 
fail to defend the America 
that terrorists are said to hate
us for.r>
-Andrew Scott, '01
activists muster? Should they 
launch their own invective, 
matching the insults tit for tat, 
refining the art of the collective 
smack-down? Or should they 
continue with their program- 
advancing policy arguments that 
go against the grain? (It is true 
that activists don’t  always uphold 
their end of the bargain. They
must be equally careful not to 
malign those who disagree with 
them).
Here is an example of what 
they’re up against: During the 
push to war there was a fierce 
lawn sign battle raging next-door 
in Minnesota, pitting those say­
ing "no to war in Iraq" against 
those encouraging us to "support 
our troops." (In tu rn  the 
peaceniks printed a counter­
counter sign: "Support our
troops: bring 'em home.") While 
both messages are directed at 
those on both sides of the aisle, 
only one directly affirms or 
denies policy. In contrast, the 
other jumps right for the throat 
in a near accusation of treason. If 
you don't support the war, you're 
no better than an enemy combat­
ant, the sign seems to imply.
And this astonishing power 
perfectly illustrates a mechanism 
of repression that is incompatible 
with democracy. When dissenters 
are nearly accused of treason-at
a time when fundamental liberty 
has been curtailed, when govern­
ment secrecy is a t its highest in 
recent memory, when we are one 
terrorist attack away from mar­
shal law and possible suspension 
of elections (there is no stage of 
alarm higher than "Code Red")— 
as long as this sort of accusation 
goes unanswered, we fail to 
defend the America that terror­
ists are said to hate us for.
Now, Mr. Horne came 
nowhere near to suggesting trea­
son in coffee activism, this is true. 
But he does exercise a language 
of marginalization that may be 
easily activated within a broader 
repressive movement.
Bottom line: when we take 
for granted that legitimate policy 
arguments will be dismissed with 
violent speech, we harm our abil­
ity to distinguish between legiti­
mate dissent and treason. Who 
will join me to denounce this and 
stand united?
T h e  o p in io n s  e x p re s s e d  in th e s e  e d ito r ia ls  a re  th o s e  o f th e  s tu d e n ts , fa c u lty , an d  c o m m u n ity  m e m b e rs  w h o  s u b m itte d  th e m . A ll fa c ts  are  as p ro v id e d  by th e  a u th o rs . The Law rentian  d o e s  no t e n d o rs e  any  
o p in io n s  p ie c e  e x c e p t fo r  th e  s ta ff  e d ito r ia l, w h ic h  re p re s e n ts  a m a jo rity  o f th e  e d ito ria l b o a rd . The Law rentian  w e lc o m e s  e v e ry o n e  to  s u b m it th e ir  o p in io n s  u s ing  the p a ra m e te rs  o u tlin e d  in th e  m a s th e a d .
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Peggy's cafe: nearly 
perfect and pricey
by Rachel Hoerman
Feature* Editor
Peggy's Cafe and Catering is a 
slightly trendy place with neo- 
Victorian wood trim and crumbling 
brick, located a convenient few 
blocks away from campus.
It's also a restaurant that was 
on College Avenue when there was 
still a mall to speak of not to men­
tion a place to purchase cigarettes 
and magazines.
Although a lot has changed 
along the Ave, and there are now 
numerous slightly trendy places 
with neo-Victorian wood trim and 
crumbling brick popping up, I ven­
tured to Peggy's one night to discov­
er the secret of its appeal and stay­
ing power. (IH give you a hint: it's 
not in the friendliness of its wait 
staff)
Simultaneously a full-service 
cafe and restaurant, Peggy's is situ­
ated in a long, narrow space that 
supports a visually appealing bar, a 
colorful drink menu, and a series of 
mismatched wooden tables and 
chairs that a good friend of mine 
would characterize with a hint of 
sarcasm as "shabby chic."
Lighting, especially in the 
evenings, can be a little dim, but 
that may be a good thing if you feel 
compelled to look at the framed pas­
tel figure drawings for sale on the 
walls, which are enough to make Da 
Vinci himself shed a little tear.
The seating is prompt, as is the 
service, although I gathered that a 
friendly waitress who acted like she 
wanted a tip may have been asking 
too much.
Peggy's menu touts a variety of
soups, salads, and main dishes, but 
due to the hefty prices (this is small­
town nowhere Wisconsin, after all), 
and my own personal allegiance to 
all things chocolate, I opted for a 
warm drink and artery-cloggingly 
delicious dessert, of which they offer 
several.
I ordered the flourless chocolate 
cake and a nightcap of steamed 
vanilla honey milk. The latter was 
delivered promptly to my table with 
a cute little honey design swirled 
onto the top layer of the foamed 
milk. The flourless chocolate cake 
came a few minutes later in all its 
gooey glory.
The honey milk tasted smooth 
and was delicately laced with the 
harmoniously intertwined vanilla 
and honey flavors. The flourless 
chocolate cake tasted like an 
insanely fudgy brownie, not too 
sweet, and well flavored, though 
pleasurably impossible to scrape off 
my silverware.
The honey milk/chocolate cake 
combo was too rich for my taste 
(and something I readily admit I did 
to myself of my own volition). I 
would suggest either one with a 
lighter complement; i.e., the honey 
milk with a light cake or the flour­
less chocolate wedge of heaven with 
a good coffee.
All in all, the food was a plea­
surable experience and although 
my waitress didn't want to be my 
friend or to take my money, I left 
Peggy’s relatively sure that their 
combination of good comfort food 
and high prices has something to do 
with their presence on a street that 
has been a death sentence for small 
businesses in the past.
Something Sweet surpasses expectations
The MatrbcReloaded loads movie theaters for good reason
by Amy Siebels
Copy Chief
It's not your everyday ice cream 
shop. Something Sweet, billed as 
"Appleton's first dessert only 
restaurant," is for special occasions. 
Actually, it is a special occasion. Be 
prepared to spend a little more and 
find it worth every penny.
The restaurant, owned by chefs 
Tim Laabs and fiancee Theresa 
Henning, opened this spring with 
the pre- and post-show PAC crowds 
in mind. On a Thursday night at 
9:30 it was all but, er, 
desserted. Liz, Carolyn,
Katie, Matt, and I were 
seated immediately and 
offered beverages... 
everything from Victor 
Allen coffee to Adler 
Brau root beer. We opted 
for water.
The dPcor was simple 
and uncluttered, even 
plain, but we were dis­
tracted by the rolling 
chairs and, more impor­
tantly, by the tray of 
desserts that was soon 
placed before us.
It was immediately 
apparent that these own­
ers take pride in their 
creations. All of the 
desserts are from 
scratch, made with real 
butter, eggs, and sugar.
This is no place for a 
dieter.
The desserts change 
regularly, so there is no set menu. 
That made a couple of us nervous, 
because there were no prices. But 
then again, this was a special occa­
sion. There were five desserts to 
choose from, and Carolyn, Liz, and 
Katie chose three, under orders to 
share.
Then there was the special 
flaming menu. There are two spe­
cialty items on the menu: Crepes 
Suzette and Bananas Foster. These 
desserts are not for the weak-of- 
pocket; the crepes cost $11.95 for 
three ($2 2 . 0 0  for six), and the 
Bananas Foster costs $10.95. 
Throwing my inhibitions and 
poverty to the wind, I decided to try 
the crepes.
Something Sweet also has a 
full-service ice cream counter, with 
18 flavors of premium Chocolate 
Shoppe ice cream and eight flavors 
of soft serve, from butterscotch to 
cotton candy. They'll prepare any­
thing you want. Matt ordered a
any longer. He had started slurping 
his chocolate raspberry truffle malt. 
It was rich, thick, creamy, and fla­
vorful, served in a tall glass with 
the extra malt in a metal cup. Matt 
said he could taste the malt flavor­
ing but it didn't overwhelm the 
drink. The price was a reasonable 
$3.75.
Carolyn's dessert was called 
"Chocolate Overdose," or C.O.D. It 
was a flourless chocolate cake with 
a thin layer of creamy frosting. It 
held its shape nicely, but when she 
bit into it, it dissolved into a rich 
fudge in her mouth. She 
shared only reluctantly.
Katie, a cheesecake 
connoisseur, chose the 
Grasshopper Cheesecake, 
a thick, creamy green 
mint cheesecake coated 
in dark chocolate. Katie 
noted the high quality of 
the chocolate and the way 
it melted. She said the 
chocolate flavor was more 
prominent than the mint, 
which is no problem for a 
chocoholic.
Liz ordered one of the 
restaurant's specialties, 
the Caricot Torte. It was a 
spiced carrot cake layered 
with apricot filling and 
topped with cream cheese 
frosting. She loved it, and 
so did everyone else. The 
apricot complemented 
the carrot perfectly, and 
the portion was large.
All three of the home­
made desserts cost $5.95 per slice, 
but no one complained.
The cakes and malt may have 
been to-die-for, but the star of the 
evening was the Crepes Suzette. I 
was in heaven. I closed my eyes and 
savored each bite, letting it melt 
rather than chewing it.
The flavor came in waves; first I 
tasted sweetness, then citrus, and 
finally the kicker-the Grand 
Marnier. It was absolutely perfect. 
Matt said he finally understood the 
meaning of a "complex flavor."
The bill was more than we'd 
ever spent on dessert, but every one 
of us vowed to come back soon, and 
at least three of us are willing to 
spring for the Bananas Foster.
The restaurant is open from 
11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. Tuesday 
through Sunday. The friendliness of 
the owners and the quality of the 
desserts make Something Sweet a 
sweet success, and we hope it finds 
a permanent home on College 
Avenue.
photo by Julien Poncet
THERESA HENNING, WHO C0-0WNS 
SOMETHING SWEET with her fiancee 
Tim Laabs, opens the doors to this 
Pandora’s box of temptations on College 
Avenue, right across from the PAC..
The chef brought out a cart with 
a heating dish over a stemo can. He 
started with "a little butter"-a cup 
full of it. Matt told me to turn my 
brain off and that was the last I 
thought of calories for the night.
He added brown sugar, juice 
from a whole orange, freshly 
squeezed lemon juice, and a gener­
ous dose of Grand Marnier.
Then he dropped in the crepes- 
thin, to soak up the flavor-and 
added the special ingredient, then 
lit it on fire. The flames burned 
down, leaving a tantalizingly sweet 
citrus aroma. He set the plate in 
front of me and I sighed with plea­
sure.
At that point I realized that 
Matt had decided he couldn't wait
malt.
We waited quite awhile-this is 
no fast food joint-but the atmos­
phere was relaxed and pleasant. 
Our water glasses were refilled 
often.
Finally the desserts arrived, 
and we gazed at them with giddy 
smiles on our faces. They were pre­
sented beautifully, with designs of 
flavored sauces on the plates. Out of 
forced politeness, my friends 
restrained themselves and simply 
drooled as they waited for my 
crepes to be prepared tableside.
I think the reason that audi­
ences feel somewhat disappoint­
ed in the quality of the second 
movie in comparison with the 
first is because The Matrix intro­
duced such a unique and mind- 
blowing concept th a t became a 
cultural phenomenon. How do 
you build on that? The surprises 
are all out of the box, and nothing 
will hit audiences as hard as the 
idea that they are really part of a 
computer program.
Well, that's not entirely true. 
The Wachowshi brothers have a 
few surprises left, and I assure 
you, the big one in Matrix: 
Reloaded, is good. The movie itself 
is good. It isn’t The Matrix, but 
nothing ever will be.
Rating: A-
by Carrie Cleaveland
Far Hm Lawrentian
Everywhere I go there is 
Matrix hype. And why not? We 
have been waiting three years. 
The problem is liying up to that 
hype, and I still am not sure if 
Matrix: Reloaded does.
I really enj oyed the movie and 
can hardly wait until November 
to see the conclusion. 'Hie first 2 0  
minutes of the film, however, 
were the longest of my life. I had 
almost given up my belief th a t 
the Wachowshi brothers were 
geniuses.
It’s slow, it’s boring, and it's a 
waste of movie that could have 
otherwise been spent oh stellar 
combat scenes. Moreover, there is 
a bizarre techno dance/Neo and
Don’t worry, though. It picks 
up very quickly after that, and 
the rest of the film is superb, com­
plete with all the intense martial 
arts; as good as the first time 
around. There could have been 
more hand-to-hand combat, but 
they make up for loss of that with 
a magnificent chase sequence on 
the highway.
The cast is excellent. Tank is 
gone for some reason, but the 
man who replaces him does a 
much better job. The .new bad 
guys are fantastic, and you will 
love to hate them. The character 
of Nep is so perfectly suited to 
Keeanu Reeves' somewhat limit­
ed abilities that he can't help do 
well. And Hugo Weaving (Agent 
Smith) remains just as nasty and 
just as wonderful to watch.
p n u i u  i i v m  l u u v i i i u iM a i u o o . o u i i i
WHEN THE ORIGINAL THE M A TR IX  VIUS  SO FREQUENTLY EMULATED, the directors made a promise 
to posh the envelope with the sequel, The M atrix: Reloaded. The visual eye candy alone makes this 
movie compelling viewing. _____________
Trinity sex sequence that makes utes of film came from, and every-
no sense. No one seems to have one seems to want them to go
any clue where those five min-. away. ...............
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Beaners provides good 
stuff plus personality
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The devil is in the details
by Lauren Semivan
For Tin Uwr—M—_______________ ________
It's 9:00 p.m. on a quiet 
Tuesday night. My roommate and 
I are walking towards "Beaners 
Coffee Haus."
Outside, the storefront is 
crowded with locals, hippies, and a 
few tattoo kids. They are doing 
their thing on the sidewalk or qui­
etly studying inside. (I have a dis­
tinct memory, from my freshman 
year, of seeing a guy standing on 
this very corner wearing only a 
diaper...)
Beaners is into all kinds of rit­
ualistic coffee production and pre­
sentation. They will brew you any 
coffee you want out of a huge selec­
tion of their own freshly roasted 
beans. It can get pretty personal.
Knowing this, I order a cappuc­
cino from the nice lady behind the 
counter. Service is good. The nice 
lady gives us a punch card so that 
we can get free espresso some day.
This cappuccino is Tah-sty and 
affordable. Not only is it correctly 
made and presented, but the foam
b y  C e i l id h  Mar
E ditorials Editor
We all know Conkey's Book 
and Gift Store as the place we 
tri-annually  plunk down our 
hard-earned money for tex t­
books. But hidden in the back 
corner of this money-eater is a 
restful and fairly pleasant coffee 
shop.
Between The Pages is a 
small, calm cafe, best suited for 
some quiet reflection or one-on- 
one meetings. Here, it is easy to 
picture a restful morning stop to 
enjoy a peaceful breakfast before 
a busy day.
The layout doesn't allow for 
many large groups and a larger 
crowd wouldn’t  fit the serene 
environment. With only one per­
son behind the counter and lim­
ited seating, I recommend keep­
ing th is place as your little  
secret.
The coffee is fairly good, but 
I recommend trying one of their 
many non-coffee options, includ­
ing Door County cherry juice 
and special ice tea flavors each 
day, perfect for the upcoming 
warm summer.
The most alluring aspect of
is thick enough to balance a nickel 
on top, which I did-and then pro­
ceeded to drink the dirty money 
foam.
The atmosphere is nice. It’s a 
little on the psychedelic side 
(HUGE lotus flower painting with 
coffee beans flying out of it), but 
Lindsay is happy because they are 
playing The Police.
My cappuccino makes me 
think I am running through fields 
of gold (oh my word!), but it could 
be just due to the fact that I can 
hear Sting's voice in the back­
ground (pre-adult contemporary 
Sting, that is).
Beaners also has fresh pas­
tries, sodas, non-coffee drinks, 
gourmet syrups, bulk coffee, and 
hilarious Readers Digest 
Condensed books from the 1950s 
to read while you enjoy your Tah- 
sty beverage.
Patronize Beaners if you are 
looking for psychedelic murals, 
friendly personal service, and the 
possibility of seeing a guy in a dia­
per.
Between The Pages, however, is 
the fact th a t they feature 
Breadsm ith bread products 
fresh every day. Muffins, rolls, 
cookies: seriously, they are all 
good. If you have the chance, try 
the blackberry muffin. The top 
was deliciously crusty and sweet 
while the berries sunk toward 
the bottom while cooking, leav­
ing you looking forward to each 
section for the different flavors 
and textures.
When you combine the food 
with the very friendly service 
and an almost inherent calming 
feeling, you can't help but want 
to come back. Add this to the 
surprisingly low prices, and 
Between the Pages seems irre­
sistible.
Open from 7:30 a.m. till 9:00 
p.m., Monday through Saturday, 
and 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on 
Sunday, it's  not the typical 
Starbucks in and out experience. 
Except for a brief lunch run, this 
place offers a surprise haven in 
the midst of a busy street.
Expect to sit and enjoy your 
drink, bring a newspaper, and 
actually take the time to read it. 
Or if you are used to cheesy exit 
lines, forget your finals and fade 
Between The Pages.
by Jessie Augustyn .
F lU t o r  | w
Some unknown person in the 
16th century said of coffee, "This 
Satan's drink is so delicious that 
it would be a pity to let the infi­
dels have exclusive use of it. We 
shall cheat Satan by baptizing 
it."
Not only does Pilgrim's Cafe 
take the Satan out of coffee, they 
put a whole lot of God back in.
O ther th an  the  religious 
theme, Pilgrim's offers several 
things that the other coffee shops 
on College Avenue do not. For 
starters, they serve sandwiches 
and other lunch fare throughout 
the day. They also have a wide 
range of cookies, biscotti, and 
even (in their new expansion) 
many varieties of ice cream.
For my visit, I kept with pret­
ty traditional fare. I had the cof­
fee of the day (Kenyan) and a 
turkey sandwich. The coffee had 
strong flavor for a Kenyan, but 
had been brewed slightly too 
long.
Despite this, it was certainly 
more than  passable, beating 
what you would be served at 
Starbucks hands down. The 
sandwich was very good (but a 
little pricey a t $5.75). The cold 
cuts were fresh, as were the veg­
etables. In addition to the sand­
wich, you are given a  more than
by Andy Dolan
News Editor
In a world where putrid, 
insipid, and otherwise repugnant 
brews are passed off as 
respectable coffee every single 
day, it is reassuring that an estab­
lishment like Copper Rock can 
still exist. Indeed, it seems to be a 
sign th a t some self-respecting 
people still have taste.
Those seeking salvation from 
the tyranny of the seemingly end­
less proliferation of Starbucks 
and other establishments where 
achieving corporate objectives 
and higher earnings per share 
have long overshadowed any 
desire to produce quality coffee 
should visit Copper Rock as soon 
as possible.
The atmosphere is suitable 
and inviting, with a bright d6cor, 
high ceilings, and plenty of seat­
ing. The staff is exceptionally 
friendly and eager to please. After 
you order, they will bring drinks 
to the table and clear away your 
dishes when you are done. 
Overall, the service is top-notch.
The most important part of 
any coffee house is, of course, the 
coffee. Copper Rock uses Victor 
Allen's coffee, which, although not 
preferable to coffee roasted on 
location, is far and away superior 
to the coffee found in other 
Appleton coffee shops. It is roast­
ed several miles away in Little 
Chute, which allows for consis­
tently fresh coffee.
Several blends of drip coffee 
are available; they rotate 
throughout the week as blends of 
the day. The Kenyan is especially 
notable. There is also a house 
blend available every day that is 
quite good.
The staff is well-trained and 
always makes the coffee well, so 
one need not worry about incom-
generous serving of potato chips.
The service was very friendly 
and fast. I went for lunch on a 
weekday, but arrived at about 
11:30 a.m., so there wasn't much 
of a crowd. The atmosphere is 
also welcoming, with plenty of 
space to sit with friends.
It isn't the most comfortable 
seating, however. Anyone who
has ever had (or chosen) to go to 
church knows th a t they make 
you sit in pews so you don't get 
comfortable and fall asleep. 
Keeping with the religious 
theme, some of the seats are old
petents ruining otherwise high- 
quality coffee. The espresso 
drinks are similarly well created, 
with the breve being my personal 
favorite, right after the ubiqui­
tous double shot of espresso.
Copper Rock also offers food 
items, including sandwiches and 
soups a t lunchtime as well as sal­
ads, cheesecake, and other baked 
goods. The sandwiches are excel­
lent, but there is room for
pews. It looks nice, but you're not 
likely to want to settle in for a 
long afternoon of reading.
All in all, unless you are a 
rabid atheist, I would recom­
mend Pilgrim's Cafe for coffee or 
lunch. They pay atten tion  to 
most details when it comes to 
service. The quality of the fare is 
above average, and if you happen
to be cursed with the "Catholic 
guilt," you might feel a little bit 
better after reading the Bible 
passage of the day on the menu 
board.
improvement in the quality and 
variety of baked goods. Fresh 
baked items from local bakeries 
would be preferable to the current 
offerings, but keeping prices rea­
sonable is quite possibly a 
restraint in this respect.
Overall, Copper Rock is 
unequivocally recommended to 
anyone looking for good coffee 
that is otherwise something of a 
rarity in Appleton.
Between the Pages: 
Could it be irresistable?
Copper Rock reigns supreme
photo by Julien Poncet
COPPER ROCK SHINES AS A SINGLE STAR on the dark and cloudy night that is 
College Ave. coffee. _________________________
by Ceilidh Mar
Editorials Editor
Walking into Cafe Latte one 
is overwhelmed with the smell 
of coffee beans and pastry 
dough. It is a delightful combi­
nation. Located in the same spot 
as Foxley's Cafe used to be, Cafe 
Latte has th a t old coffee shop 
feeling. In fact, the comfortable 
layout combined with a playful 
menu and high-tech in ternet 
connections make it a perfect 
place to bring your laptop and 
finish a paper in comfort.
Cafe Latte is Appleton's clos­
est relation to an internet cafe. 
With free wireless connections 
for your own laptop computer or 
access to their two computers for 
a small fee, it provides th a t laid- 
back work area so many people 
seek.
The m enu includes a full
spread of coffee items including 
some creative lattes such as the 
Electric Espresso, a mix of 
express, Swiss chocolate, white 
chocolate and whipped cream. 
Another drink not to miss is the 
Mexican Hot Chocolate, which is 
a steamed hot chocolate with 
hints of cinnamon and vanilla.
Cafe Latte also includes a 
selection of sandwiches, salads, 
panini, and delicious bakery 
items. One of the best aspects of 
the full menu is the kid's meals, 
which, luck for us, adults can 
order from too. Old familiars 
like peanut bu tter and jelly to 
the more creative King Kong, a 
peanut butter, bananas, and 
bacon sandwich drizzled with 
honey, add flair to the extensive 
menu.
But if you try one thing while 
at Cafe Latte I would have to 
recommend the pastry section.
PIZZA  »D£LI SANDWICHES 
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Gyros Kabob: Good food 
and no nonsense service
by Ray Feller and Lindsay 
Moore
M aM gtag an d  Editorial* Editors
The new gyro place, Gyros 
Kabob, is an ideal stop for lunch. 
W ithin easy walking distance 
from campus, it offers excellent 
food and character. Located in 
the alley ju st behind Peggy's 
(118 Soldiers Square), Gyros 
Kabob may be 'off the beaten 
Ave.,' bu t is well worth the 
digression.
Although there are not too 
many options, one can anticipate 
wonderful, hot food prepared 
quickly while you wait. If you 
like to ea t in, the options are 
meager—a set of chairs outside, 
and a counter to stand a t inside. 
It is also not a good place to go if 
you are hoping for the usual 
American-waiter-fafade. Instead 
of bending over backwards to 
make you comfortable, they 
expect you to know what you 
want when you arrive, and to be 
fast about ordering it. This is not 
a criticism , however. It is 
refreshing to be without the fake 
enthusiasm  of most food places 
in the Midwest.
Gyros Kabob presents 
options for all sorts of dietary
needs and tastes; gyros and 
kabobs are available in both 
beef/lamb and chicken, while 
there is a vegetarian kabob. 
There are also salads, French 
fries, and baklava. The restau­
ran t has a small amount of dec­
oration, but is mostly there to 
facilitate fast ordering and fast 
service.
The food arrives warm and 
wonderful. Cilantro is used lib­
erally on the sandwiches, for an 
excellent taste. The sandwiches, 
all served in soft, fresh pitas, 
come with cups of smooth 
cucumber sauce. The m eat is 
thick and bursting with flavor. 
The Greek salad is large and 
simple. All of the vegetables in 
both the sandwiches and the 
salad are high quality, fresh, and 
very tasty. There is really noth­
ing to complain about.
With prices th a t are compa­
rable to H unan's "Lawrence 
Special,” this little known gem is 
an ideal stop for the college bud­
get, and deserves a place 
amongst those Hunans and Erbs 
& Gerbs of our hearts. So some 
time you are off to Lucinda's, 
just keep on walking and head to 
Gyros Kabob. Your taste buds 
will be well-rewarded.
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Cafe Latte: Surf and sip 
at a pseudo internet cafe
Casa Mexico: Mexican food 
that’s affordable and delish
by Lindsay Moore and Nick 
Siegel
Editorial* and A *  E Editor*
What's th a t fabulous smell 
you might be experiencing on 
the Ave? That's right, it’s that 
new Mexican restaurant, Casa 
Mexico.
This week we had the plea­
sure of experiencing what this 
new stop on College Avenue has 
to offer. Perhaps you may be 
thinking th a t authentic sit-in 
Mexican eateries had all but 
vanished from the Ave, but what 
Casa Mexico presupposes is, 
"Maybe they didn't?"
Casa Mexico boasts authen­
tic cooking in a cultural environ­
ment, as well as kind, attentive 
service. The restaurant caters to 
all types of diners, ranging from 
the health-conscious vegetarian 
to the staunch beef lover.
In addition to the excellent 
service and variety, Casa Mexico 
is ideal for the college student, 
with prices rarely exceeding the 
$ 1 0  mark.
They really  make these 
en tries worth it to the student 
diner, because in addition to the 
tasty, aromatic nature of the 
food, they dish out an incredibly 
filling portion th a t may only be 
rivaled a t Victoria's!
But whoa; to top it off, Casa 
Mexico is both closer and less 
expensive th an  Lawrence's 
favorite "Ristorante Italiano."
Upon arrival a t Casa Mexico, 
you will be provided with com­
plementary chips and salsa by 
the basketful. This appetizer is 
refilled indefinitely, tantalizing 
your taste buds just enough to 
prepare them for a most excel­
lent meal. The succulent dishes- 
cheesy, spicy, and hot off the
Photo by Julien Poncet
COLLEGE AVENUE HAS A NEW MEXICAN RESTAURANT Casa Mexico has 
excellent food and terrible music.
pan-are brought to your table in 
a timely m anner by a conscien­
tious wait staff that never needs 
to be told when your water glass 
needs refilling.
Between the low, intim ate 
lighting, the warm stucco walls, 
and the lush greenery, the 
atmosphere is so inviting th a t 
you can even forgive the over­
produced sounds of adult con­
tem porary wafting down 
through the air.
Take comfort instead in the 
friendly staff, free chips and 
salsa, and the m ountain of 
m outhw atering ecstasy filling 
the plate in front of you.
It was muy bien.
The flaky, bu tter crusts filled 
with gooey fruit filling are not to 
be missed.
Overall, the place has a 
relaxing but still vibrant feeling 
to it, allowing but not requiring 
productivity. If you have a lap­
top this would be the perfect 
place to finish off that last paper 
of the term  a t a leisurely pace, 
an iced latte in one hand and a 
warm cookie in the other.
Cafe L atte is open from 
7:30am to 6:00 pm, Mon. thru  
Thurs. and till 10:00 on Friday. 
They open early enough to run 
and grab breakfast and also 
take call-ahead orders for lunch. 
On Saturdays they open a t 9:00 
am to 6:00 and Sundays are 
open from 9:00 to 3:00. One 
thing to be said about the boom 
of coffee shops on college is that 
we finally have businesses open 
on Sundays.
Photo by Julien Poncet
IF YOU HAVE A LAPTOP and a desire for coffee, head over toCafe 
Latte.
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National Baseball Tournament 
returns to the Fox Valley for 2003
NCAA D3 World 
benes n lirande 
Chute this weekend
by Andy York
S ports Editor
The 2003 NCAA Division 
/Three College World Series will 
be held once again at Fox Cities 
Stadium in Grande Chute this 
weekend. Eight team s from 
around the country are here to 
compete to see who will go home 
with the hardware. It's an open 
field, but there are two major 
favorites to win.
Eight teams will compete for 
the championship this weekend. 
The teams come from all around 
the country, but one will have a 
home-field advantage. UW- 
Oshkosh advanced through the 
regional qualifying and will play 
a short 2 0 -minute drive from 
their campus this weekend.
T h e  
Titans, along 
w i t h  
Lawrence, are 
the hosts of 
this week­
end's festivi­
ties. UW-0 
has won the 
College World 
Series twice, 
their most 
recent time in 
1994. They 
are back in 
the tourna­
ment for the 
first time 
since 1998.
UW-0 is 
36-6 this sea­
son, and beat 
MWC regular 
season cham­
pion Ripon in 
their regional 
to advance. The only other MWC 
team in regional play was St.
Norbert, and they lost their first 
two games and were eliminated. 
Another favorite this week­
end has to be 
E a s t e r n  
Connecticut State. 
ECS won the 2002 
College World 
Series held in the 
same stadium. 
They re tu rn  a 
good portion of 
last year's win­
ning team  and 
come into tourna­
ment play with a 
41-7 record. The 
Warriors have the 
best record of any 
team coming into 
this weekend's 
tournament.
The other six 
teams playing this 
weekend are, in 
alphabetical order, 
A n d e r s o n  
U n i v e r s i t y ,  
C h a p m a n  
University, Christopher Newport 
University, DeSales University,
Emory University, and Trinity 
College. Only DeSales and 
Trinity are making their first 
ever appearances in the CWS. 
Only Eastern Connecticut State, 
with four titles, and UW- 
Oshkosh, with two, have won the 
CWS.
It should be a good weekend 
of baseball. The action starts 
today with first round games 
being Eastern Connecticut State 
against DeSales a t 10:00 a.m, 
Emory against Anderson a t 1:15 
p.m., Trinity against Christopher 
Newport at 4:30 p.m.
Anchoring the evening is host 
UW-Oshkosh against Chapman. 
The tournam ent is double elimi­
nation, and the championship 
game is scheduled for 1 : 0 0  p.m. 
Tuesday afternoon. A second 
championship game will follow 
at 4:30 p.m. if it is needed.
Tickets are available at the 
stadium or from the Lawrence 
University box office.
So you ’re trying to figure out what to do with yourself over this long w eekend. T h ere’s a jazz concert Friday night, M elee D ance Saturday night and C o -o p ’s 
Bigger E vent S u n d ay... but that can ’t be all. Three long days blissfully void o f  cla sses... there must be something else to occupy your time and distract you  from  
hom ew ork. W ell, my friend, indeed there is m ore planned fo r  this w eekend. First, learn (yes , learn, but d on ’t w orry— all you  really have to do is sit in a chair 
and listen, 1 promise) a little m ore about ancient Egypt. I ’m not talking about the stuffy boring stuff like: the Such and Such D ynasty began in 5 0 0  million B .C . 
and ended in 4 1 7  million B .C . when King So and So u>as killed by his servant’s cousin w h o ... blah, blah, blah. N ope, I ’m  talking about real life stuff, inter­
esting stuff, like sex. O r  at least sexually-related stu ff... like androgeny, the sexual symbolism o f  crow ns, and people who played around with the “ traditional’’ 
gender roles. You know you  want to hear m o r e . . . all you  have to do is show up on Saturday, at 2 p .m . in Riverview Lounge. A n  aw esom e dude by the name 
o f  Dr. Edmund S. M eltzer will be g iv in g  the lecture, which he has titled “G ender Roles in A ncien t Egypt: Perspectives from  M yth , Literature and S ociety .” 
Something else you  can do this w eekend is “G uess  W h o ’s G a y ”  o n  Sunday at 8 p .m . in the C offeehouse. The idea is to figure out whether you  can guess 
som e particular students’ sexualities based on  their answers to various questions. H ang around afterwards fo r  a discussion on stereotypes and how they a ffect 
people’s perceptions o f  each other. A nd  o f  course, you  can grab a nice hot cup o f  coffee. Both o f  these events are guaranteed to be m ore fun  than sitting in your 
room  studying, so drop by and check them out.
A IT E M IO S  ACTORS, ACTRESSES , VAM PIRES, U X D K 4D ... 
li hat evil lurks it) downtown. [ppleton?
Abracadabra Magic & Costume Shop
Presents:
S eance (D f D W l!
(Not your “typical” haunted attraction)
ive. theatncai special effects show featuring, vampires, the paranormal, illusion.
the undead, horror, blood & gore.
WE WANT YOUR TALENTS FOR THE NEWEST AND MOST TERRIFYING 
HAUNTED ATTRACTION IN OCTOBER OF 403. We arc compiling a list now 
of interested parties who think they might want to partake in the area s newest and 
scarriest haunted attraction. If interested, please contact us now so we can begin to 
make plans
Abracadabra Magic & Costume Shop
508 W College Ave, downtown Appleton. 3 doors west from the P.A.C. 
abramagic @juno.com 920-830-8754
Summer is coming! Need a 
new Car?
Visit Van Dyn Hoven Imports
Over 500 New and Used 
vehicles in stock!
Graduating in 2003 or 2004?
You may be eligible for our 
college grad programs
For up to $500 off new vehi­
cles and automatic credit 
approval*!
Need a reliable vehicle but 
don’t have a ton of money?
Check out our huge selection 
of pre-owned vehicles.
Show this ad and your LU ID 
to get an additional $250 off any 
used vehicle
Bring this ad to the Nissan 
showroom and ask for Jason 
Krumholz (LU ’01)
Or call me at (920) 749 3232 
X124 to get all the details!
* Obligatory nearly illegible 
small print section: Some pro­
gram and credit restrictions may 
apply. College grad program 
available on all Mitsubishi, 
Hyundai and Mazda vehicles as 
well as Nissan Sentra, Frontier, 
and X-terra. College grad, pro­
gram is in addition to any avail­
able manufacturers incentives. 
If you’ve read this far you need to 
stop procrastinating and start 
studying.
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LU Vikings year in review
by Andy York
Sport* Editor
With another year coming to a 
close, it’s time to look back at this 
past season and recap what 
occurred for the Vikings.
There were highlights, such as 
the Vikings once again winning 
the individual championship at 
the MWC Championships. The 
Vikings had a track All-American, 
and have a chance to have anoth­
er.
There were lowlights as well. 
The LU Football team went 0-10, 
not winning a game for the first 
time in school history, and there 
were the usual valiant efforts in 
the regular season, but just not 
enough come playoff time.
So in the next few paragraphs, 
relive the 2002-2003 Vikings' 
sporting year, and get pumped for 
2003-2004.
The Vikings started off the fall 
with some promise. Both the Men 
and Women's Soccer teams would 
have players sweep MWC Player 
of the Week awards. The men fell 
short of a playoff berth again, but 
they have great promise for next 
fall.
The women once again made 
the MWC Tournament, and had 
visions of repeating as MWC 
Champions and qualifying for the 
NCAA Championship. These 
hopes were dashed with a 2 - 0  
semifinal loss to Carroll, but it was 
another good year for the women. 
They are losing a lot of talent this 
year, but will be tough next fall.
The Viking Football team 
never seemed to hit their stride 
this season. Their closest game 
was a 34-30 loss to Grinnell where 
they lost in the final few minutes. 
The Vikings finished 0-10, the first
team had another good season. 
The men never finished too high, 
but kept their spirits up. The 
women had a few good tourna­
ments, but Val Curtis stood out. 
The LU senior finished third in 
the MWC and advanced to the 
NCAA tournament. She finished 
in 73rd place out of 215 and con­
tinued a long tradition of success­
ful LU cross-country runners.
The Viking Volleyball and 
Women s Tennis teams both had 
surprising seasons. Both teams 
exceeded expectations at the 
beginning of the year. The volley­
ball team finished second in the 
Northern Division of the MWC, 
and had two players named All- 
MWC. The tennis team finished 
seventh in the MWC and is look­
ing forward to increasing that next 
fall.
The winter was highlighted by 
several impressive performances
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THE LU SOFTBALL TEAM TOOK HOME FIRST PU CE  in the Northern Division of 
the MWC, and got to host the MWC Tournament.
time in school history the football 
team had failed to win a game. 
However, things are looking 
brighter for Dave Brown amd the 
returning Vikings. Another good 
recruiting class has put the 
Vikihgs in a position to compete 
next fall.
More good news came a few 
weeks ago when former Viking All- 
American running back Scott 
Reppert was named to the College 
Football Hall of Fame. Reppert led 
the Nation in rushing three con­
secutive seasons, and led the 
Vikings to the final four of the 
NCAA tournament in 1981.
The Viking Cross-Country
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THE UWRENCE HOCKEY TEAM HAD THEIR BEST SEASON EVER this winter, 
and finished third in the regular season and at the MCHA Tournament.
wasn't expected to compete for the 
conference title this season, but to 
settle for middle of the pack. The 
pollsters were wrong, however, 
and the Vikings led the MWC 
most of the season. The Vikings 
would finish second in the regular 
season in the MWC with only four 
losses, one of them a 150-149 loss 
in triple overtime at eventual con­
ference champion Grinnell.
The Vikings would sweep rival 
Ripon for the first time since 1982. 
The Vikings would have a tough 
time against Illinois College, and 
would fall to the MWC Playoff 
Champion Blueboys in the semifi­
nals of the MWC Tournament.
The Vikings were led by fresh­
man phenom Chris Braier. Braier 
led the MWC in rebounding and 
led the Vikings in scoring. He will 
return next year, along with the 
entire LU roster, to make a run at 
Grinnell and the conference title.
The LU women were trying to 
advance to the conference tourna­
ment again, a string that had been 
revived the previous season. They 
would achieve their goal, as the 
Vikings would finish fourth in the 
MWC and advance to the confer­
ence tournament.
The Vikings would have two 
huge wins during the year, one a 
62-61 upset of Lake Forest at 
home, and the other a 67-66 upset 
of Ripon at home. The Vikings 
were led by another freshman phe­
nom, Claire Getzoff. Getzoff was 
named to the All-MWC team, and 
was one of only two freshmen 
named to the 15-player All- 
Central Region team.
The Indoor Track and Field 
team also performed well. Kolade 
Agbaje-Williams would shatter 
the LU record in the long jump 
and the triple jump. He would win 
the MWC Championships in both, 
and would be named an All- 
American after finishing sixth in 
the nation at the NCAA Indoor 
Championships in the long jump. 
He was the first LU male ever to 
compete a t the NCAA
Championships.
The Viking Swimming and 
Diving team finished third at the 
MWC Championships. Both the 
men and women had some amaz­
ing performances. The Vikings has 
several athletes named All-State 
after the Wisconsin Private 
College Championships.
The Viking Wrestling team
by teams and by individuals. The 
LU Hockey team came roaring out 
of the gate early and never looked 
back. The Vikings defeated Marian 
College, ending the Sabres' 26- 
game conference winning streak. 
The Vikings would take third 
place in the MCHA, and would 
drop a heartbreaking game to 
Marian in the semifinals of the 
conference tournament before 
defeating MSOE for third place 
the next day.
Ryan Blick and Andy 
Schroeder led the Vikings, both 
finishing in the top 30 in the 
nation in scoring.
The L U  Men's Basketball team
suffered from the loss of National 
Champion Andy Kazik, but still 
managed to perform well in their 
first year in the WIAC. Ric 
Scannel was the leading individ­
ual for the Vikings all season long.
The spring was no different. 
The LU softball team tore through 
the MWC schedule and took home 
the Northern Division Title. They 
would host the MWC Tournament, 
and while they would be quickly 
eliminated, it was still a great sea­
son, as Jenny Burris was named 
the Northern Division player of 
the year for the second year in a 
row. She will return for her senior 
season looking for that elusive 
NCAA berth.
The Viking Baseball team has 
a tough season. The Vikings could­
n't find the bats in some games, 
and because of this they didn't win 
as many games as they would 
have hoped. They finished fourth 
in the Northern Division of the
because of NCAA regulations, the 
Vikings till tore up the links.
Viking Freshmen Andy Link 
and Joe Loehnis would benefit the 
team greatly as it made a run for 
the MWC crown.
While the team fell seven 
strokes short, Loehnis did not. He 
won the Individual Championship 
in a tournament, and gave the 
Vikings their first back-to-back 
individual champions since 1948- 
49.
The LU Outdoor Track team 
had successes equal to the indoor 
team's. Shelley Ebert and Agbaje- 
Williams will be competing at the 
NCAA Championships this week­
end. The women finished third in 
the MWC again. The Vikings will 
lose several seniors, but will still 
stay competitive.
So there you have it; 2002- 
2003 was an amazing sports year 
for LU. Will 2003-04 be even bet­
ter? I wouldn't bet against it. The
file photo
THE VIKING WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY TEAM EXCELLED AGAIN in the MWC, 
and had several outstanding individual performers.
MWC, and will be looking to 
improve on that next year.
The LU Men's Tennis team 
had another outstanding season. 
The Vikings finished second in the 
Northern Division in the regular 
season, and then took second in 
the tournament as well. Nick 
Beyler took home an individual 
crown for LU, and the Vikings had 
many other top finishers.
The Viking Golf team had 
another amazing year. The Vikings
fall season is only three months 
away. Look for complete coverage 
of all your favorite sports teams in 
The Lawrentian next fall.
The graduating seniors will be 
missed, but in the world of sports, 
you can't take time to cry and miss 
them, because your opponents 
won't.
Good luck, LU class of 2003. 
Hopefully your successes in the 
real world will be as drastic as 
those on the court or the field.
NICK BEYLER WON THE FOURTH SINGLES CHAMPIONSHIP for the second 
consecutive year, and was one of the reasons why the Vikings finished second 
as a team in the MWC this spring.
rolled through the fall season, and 
had numerous successes. Even 
after having to pull out of the 
Northern Division Championship
With luck the LU class of 2007 will 
be just as beneficial to LU sports 
as you were We will see you all in
the fall!
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Around the Bases
All she 
wants to do 
is play golf
All she wants to do is play 
golf. Test herself. Get better. And 
all they want to do is make a big 
deal out of it by turning it into 
some kind of man versus woman 
contest. Then there are those 
who don't even think she should 
play at all.
I say get over it. If the best 
woman golfer on the planet 
wants to play against the men, 
let her. If she wants to measure 
herself against the best players 
in the world, why is that every­
one else's business? And instead 
of trying to knock her down, 
give her credit for putting her­
self and her game on the line.
Let Annika Sorenstam  do 
what she has to do, and no m at­
ter what the result, how about 
we all give her her due for mak­
ing the effort?
NBA Finals 
may not be a 
straight shot 
for the Spurs
On a different note, you have 
the Spurs playing the 
Mavericks and the Nets playing 
the Pistons for a place in the 
NBA finals. Having knocked the 
defending champion Lakers out 
of the Playoffs, the Spurs 
became the consensus pick to go 
all the way.
I wouldn't be so quick, how­
ever, even to hand the Spurs a 
place in the NBA finals. As the 
Mavericks proved in game one 
of the  W estern Conference 
Finals, they aren 't about to lie 
down and play dead.
And as the Spurs proved in 
game one of the Western 
Conference Finals, they have 
trouble closing out games in the 
fourth quarter.
So I'm going to go ahead and 
actually pick the Mavericks to 
win th is one and advance to the 
NBA Championships.
In the E ast, The Nets 
already have a 2 - 0  edge over the 
Pistons, having won both games 
in Detroit. The Nets have done 
it playing Piston-type basket­
ball, ugly and low-scoring with 
an emphasis on defense. I don't 
see the Pistons coming back or 
even making a series of this one. 
In fact, I wouldn't be surprised 
if the Nets were to sweep the 
series.
And if it does tu rn  out to be 
the Nets and Mavericks for the 
championship, I'm going to give 
the edge to the team with the 
best player: Jason Kidd.
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Tariq
Engineer
Sports Columnist
Second annual Lawrence VBd”g?**sends two to
Tnamalon deemed a success Championship
by Jesse Belcher by Andy York
For The Lawrentian S* I  Sports Editor
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The Lawrence U niversity 
Track and Field team  qualified 
two members to compete in the 
2003 NCAA Outdoor track and 
Field Championships th is week­
end at St. Lawrence University 
in Canton, New York.
The men will be sending 
Kolade Agbaje-Williams.
Agbaje-Williams will compete in 
the Long Jump. The freshman 
from Evergreen Park, Illinois 
has the sixth longest jump in the 
nation this year with a long 
jump of 23" 6 '. Agbaje-Williams 
finished sixth in the 2003 NCAA 
Indoor Championships with a 
jum p of 22"5'. Alton West of 
Buffalo SUNY and Ju stin  
Jarm on of Lincoln University 
have the longest jum p in the 
country this season with a jump 
of 23" 9'.
The women will be sending 
senior Shelley E bert to the 
NCAA meet. Ebert qualified in 
the 800 meter run with a time of 
2:14:30. She will be competing 
against 19 other women for the 
title of NCAA Champion. The 
senior from Janesville, 
Wisconsin will be competing in 
h er last track event for the 
Vikings.
by Tariq Engineer
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THE LU ROWING TEAM ALONG WITH THE ULTIMATE FRISBEE AND WOMEN'S 
HOCKEY TEAMS will be affected by the new budget process.
The adm inistration recently 
made a decision to cease funding 
club sports through the athletic 
departm ent. Club sports will 
now have to depend solely on 
LUCC for funding.
There are two primary rea­
sons for the decision. The first, 
as outlined by William 
Hodgkiss, vice president for 
business affairs and adm inistra­
tion, concerns university 
finances. The original reason the 
athletic departm ent began to 
fund club sports was that an 
annual donation of $ 1 2 , 0 0 0  was 
made to the university specifi­
cally for club sports. The money 
was simply channeled through 
the university.
Once the university stopped 
receiving the outside funding, it
took it upon itself to continue to 
subsidize club sports through
the ath letic departm ent. 
However, given the budget 
crunch currently facing the uni­
versity, it is no longer viable for 
club sports to be funded by the 
athletic departm ent
The second reason for the 
change is philosophical. 
Kimberly Tatro, director of a th ­
letics, felt th a t club sports were 
no different from other student 
organizations and therefore 
should not be subject to special 
treatm ent.
The change, however, isn’t  
really so much of a change, as 
club sports used to be funded 
exclusively by LUCC before the 
university received the donation 
mentioned above. The decision is 
therefore merely a return  to the 
previous status quo.
The downside of the decision, 
obviously, is the loss of said 
$ 1 2 ,0 0 0 , and the fact th a t an 
LUCC general fund budget 
already stretched to the limit 
will have to be stretched th a t lit­
tle bit further. Students who 
participate in club sports will 
have little choice but to con­
tribu te more money, or else 
cease playing altogether.
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THE ULTIMATE FRISBEE TEAM is among many club sports who will be asking 
LUCC for their funding from now on.
Club sports now dependent 
solely on LUCC for funding
Saturday of this past week­
end found numerous students, 
faculty, and members of the com­
munity participating in the sec­
ond annual LU Triathlon. There 
were eight women participants, 
eight men, and six team entries 
in the endurance-testing athletic 
event.
The tria th lon  consisted of 
swimming nine laps in the rec 
center pool, a bike ride of t t .9  
miles on a course through 
Appleton, and, lastly, a run of 2.2 
miles that took the runners on 
the loop from Union Hill to 
Alexander Gym and back.
For the women, LU senior Val 
Curtis led the field with a time of 
1:02:43. Junior Allie Dietsche 
was fourth with a time of 1:11:09 
and senior Shauna Lohr rounded 
out the LU representation in 
1:20:20.
The men also had three LU 
students, with sophomore Chris 
Sarasin the fastest in 1:00:27, 
good for second place. Freshman 
David Dannenhower and
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LU PROFESSOR MICHEAL ORR won the Men's portion of the LU Triathalon for 
the second consecutive year with a time of 57:14.
Ormsby Hall director A1 Reiser 
also participated, with times of 
1:09:53 and 1:31:31, respectively.
The overall champion was LU 
art professor Micheal Orr, who 
came in with an amazing time of 
57:14.
The team entries allow one 
person for each leg of the 
triathlon and all six teams were
composed of LU students. The 
team composed of Kyle Hewitt, 
Peter Navis, and Mary
Markowitz took the title in an 
outstanding time of 58:37, with 
the other teams close behind. 
Many of the LU participants are 
involved in other sports and their 
fitness and athletic ability 
showed in the excellent finishes.
